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Botswana Innovation Hub is an innovative and networked organisation that
promotes technology, entrepreneurship and commercialisation.
Botswana Innovation Hub supports start-ups and existing local companies as well
as attracts international companies and institutions to develop and grow
competitive technology driven and knowledge based businesses.
The company focuses its activities and output on the following strategic areas;
develop & manage Science & Technology Park, attract innovative companies and
institutions, foster commercialization of innovations and technology transfer and
contribute towards competiveness & national priorities.
Botswana Innovation Hub is under the Ministry of Tertiary Education Research Science and
Technology with a Board of Directors from diverse disciplines to perform fiduciary duties for
Botswana Innovation Hub. A company limited by guarantee to promote innovative ventures
and Botswana Innovation Hub Properties to develop and manage the science and technology
park and BIH Investments, a special purpose vehicle to attract commercially viable and
technology related investments.

CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
During 2017, Botswana Innovation Hub’s journey to becoming the go-to-place for
nurturing innovative solutions that improve lives gained momentum. The organisation is
on a clearer trajectory path to promoting growth of technology driven and knowledge
based businesses. The journey from conception-to-reality is always a daunting one yet
exciting at the same time. We cherish the experiences and lessons learned as we
transformed the Innovation Hub concept into a physical ‘Home of Innovation’. I am
delighted to announce that the Botswana Innovation Hub and its subsidiary company
occupied the initial phase of the Icon Building at the Science and Technology Park in
December 2017 and that the Home of Innovation is indeed open for business.
Our country’s VISION 2036 recognizes that transformation from being a middle-income
to a high-income country and desired progress will be driven by investments in
innovation, research and development including commercialisation of indigenous
knowledge. During the year under review the Ministry of Tertiary Education Research
Science and Technology introduced the Research, Science, Technology and Innovation
(RSTI) Advisory Committee for the implementation of the RSTI Policy, and appointed the
Botswana Innovation Fund Committee to oversee the day to day administration and
management of the Innovation Fund. The Fund will commence in early 2018 and will
provide seed funding through cash grants to BIH registered innovative entrepreneurs to
promote innovation through technology, product and business development.
In tandem with other science and technology parks across the world, Botswana
Innovation Hub continues to play a pivotal role of transforming the economy to a more
sustainable and competitive one through building an innovative ecosystem that
creates solutions through science and technology. In pursuit to building a vibrant
innovation ecosystem, Botswana Innovation Hub hosted Innovation Botswana 2017.
Innovation Botswana is a festival of inspiration, creativity and innovation that brings
together stakeholders from civil society, business, academia, public sector and industry
to celebrate innovation.
Critical to the growth of the innovation ecosystem and innovative outputs, are the
strategic partnerships with public, private, research and academia organisations. BIH
has forged strategic partnerships to promote innovative entrepreneurship and improve
capacity to innovate. Through the Botswana Innovation Hub integrated technology
entrepreneurship development programme we worked with our partners to strengthen
innovation support programmes and inspire creativity. The De Beers/Stanford
University Go-to-Market programme will provide top 50 innovative entrepreneurs with
necessary skills to take their solutions to the market. FemBioBiz programme
successfully trained over 14 women in bioscience based businesses. Renewed
partnership with Southern Africa Innovation Support programme (SAIS II) will provide
innovation capacity building and opportunities for commercialisation of innovations.
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
In order to increase the scope and scale of technology investments into the
Park, BIH continues to lure high tech companies to develop in the Park. One
of the leading Mobile Network Operators has signed a commitment
agreement to develop a data centre in the Park adding to superior ICT
Infrastructure developments earmarked in the near term. The BIH/Dimension
Data joint venture will deliver a Tier Three Accredited Data Centre to offer
Park tenants and clients outside the Park tailored ICT Services. These
developments improve our digital infrastructure and puts BIH in a key
position to be a significant driver of Botswana’s digital economy.
In addition to ICT, we have broadened our innovation portfolio in the areas
of Water Technologies and Solar. The deployment of a Mobile Water
Treatment Plant in Zoroga demonstrates the power of harnessing the
ecosystem to deliver impactful solutions. The plant purifies saline water and
supplies the Zoroga community with clean potable water. As “climate
change” challenges deepen, BIH will continue to engage local and
international players in renewable sources of energy. A technical feasibility
study to build a solar testing facility and solar production plant with
capacity to supply the Park has been concluded enabling BIH to attract
experienced partners to set up the plant.
Human capital is at the core to the delivery of our strategic goals and to
ensure that we enhance capacity for the BIH team and the organisation, a
human resources re-alignment exercise was undertaken during the year. The
exercise’s main objective is to optimise efficiency and improve capacity as
the company portfolio grows. The exercise has been successfully concluded
and is being implemented.

“I am delighted to
announce that the
Botswana Innovation
Hub and its subsidiary
company occupied the
initial phase of the Icon
Building at the Science
and Technology Park in
December 2017 and
that the Home of
Innovation is indeed
open for business.”

Journey well-travelled: My tenure as the Board Chairman of BIH came to an
end in November 2017 and I would like to sincerely thank the BIH Board
members for their diligence in providing strategic oversight and relentless
commitment to the BIH vision. The BIH members and partners present a
great potential particularly the young budding innovative entrepreneurs.
Through my interactions with them, at various fora, I could see and feel the
passion to bring change and improve lives. My gratitude goes towards the
Botswana Government for the support and desire to see the BIH vison come
to life. To all the innovation ecosystem players, your contribution has been
fantastic. I am confident that you will continue to engage BIH as the country
at large needs you. Thank you.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
D. Neo Moroka
Mr Moroka has extensive experience
working
with
multinational
organizations. Mr Moroka was previously
the Managing Director of BP Petroleum
Company in Botswana and Zambia. He is
also the former Minister of Trade and
Industry. Mr Moroka has vast experience
in the mining and agriculture industries.
He also possesses a lot of experience in
corporate governance. He sits in a
number
of
public
and
private
organizations as a member of the Board
of Directors. Mr Moroka is currently the
Resident Director and Chief Executive
Officer of De Beers Botswana Holdings.
He is also the Chairman of the BUAN
Council.

Nelly Senegelo
Ms Senegelo is currently the Deputy
Permanent Secretary (Industry) in the
Ministry of Trade and Industry. Prior to her
current job, she was with the Ministry of
Finance and Development in a successful
career spanning over many years and
when the left the Ministry, she was the
Deputy Secretary Budget Administration
(this position is the equivalent of a Deputy
Permanent Secretary in a Ministry). Ms
Senegelo has been a member of the
Management Committee of Botswana
Public Officers’ Medical Aid Scheme and a
member of the Finance & Audit
Sub-Committee of Botswana Public
Officers’ Medical Aid Scheme.

Goleele Mosinyi
Mr Mosinyi is Managing Director of AFI Corporate
Advisors, a mergers and acquisitions, debt capital
markets and project finance advisory firm based in
Johannesburg. Prior to joining AFI, Mr Mosinyi
worked for JP Morgan in Johannesburg before
transferring to the London Office. At JP Morgan he
worked in the mergers and acquisitions and later in
the debt capital markets division. Before joining JP
Morgan, Mr Mosinyi worked for Fieldstone Group, a
project finance advisory firm. He has worked for
Fieldstone in their Johannesburg and New York
Offices. Mr Mosinyi qualified as a Chartered and
Certified Accountant and was audit manager at
Price Waterhouse Coopers in their Johannesburg
Office, having transferred from the Gaborone Office.
Mr Mosinyi has led the execution of transactions in
the Mining, Power and ICT Sectors.

Nelson Torto
Professor Torto was a Professor of
Analytical Chemistry at Rhodes University
in Grahamstown, South Africa. He has
been involved in natural products research
commercialization and promotion of
indigenous knowledge systems which are
essential for the Innovation Hub
commercialization
and
intellectual
property rights initiatives. He has served in
several Boards including the former BOTEC
Board. Prof Torto is currently the Chief
Executive Officer for Botswana Institute for
Technology Research and Innovation
(BITRI)

Mpho Moremong-Gobe

Abdul Rahim Khan

Mrs. Mpho Moremong Gobe’s background is in real
estate, including property valuation, commercial
lettings and sales. She is the founder and currently the
Managing Director of MG Properties. Some of her
clientele comprise big corporate entities in Botswana,
multinationals and public bodies. Prior to founding MG
Properties, she worked for Knight Frank and Pam
Golding International in senior positions. She is a Board
member in a number of organisations in the private and
public fields. She was the First Lady Chairperson of the
Board of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
Botswana Group. She continues to be a member, in
various positions and capacities, of several professional
bodies.

Mr Abdul Rahim Khan is admitted as an
Attorney for the High Courts of Botswana
and South Africa. His career in the legal
field spans over a period of more than three
(3) decades wherein he was involved in
various fields of the law including
academia,
corporate,
judicial
administration and private practice. He sits
on a number of Boards for both private
entities, public bodies and NGOs. He is the
Honorary legal advisor to the German and
British Embassies and has served as the
Honorary Swedish Consul to Botswana. He
is currently the Managing Partner for
Rahim Khan Attorneys.
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Midas Sekgabo
Mr Sekgabo’s background is in the field of clean
technologies, renewable energy resources and
environmental policies. He was the Head of
Strategy and Projects at the Citizen
Entrepreneurship Development Agency. His
previous jobs include being a Coordinator at the
Policy, Planning and Research Division of the
Botswana Training Authority. Further he has held
several roles within Government including,
Principal Research Science and Technology
Officer and Principal Energy Engineer.

Kekgonne Baipoledi
Dr K. Baipoledi is currently the Deputy
Permanent Secretary (Research Science and
Technology) at the Ministry of Tertiary
Education Research Science and Technology.
He has previously held various senior positions
within Government, specifically at the
Ministry of Agriculture, in a career spanning
over 25 years. The positions range from Head
of National Veterinary Laboratories, Deputy
Director, Veterinary Services and Deputy
Permanent Secretary responsible for Technical
Services in the Ministry of Agriculture.

CEO’S STATEMENT
SCALING UP
In our drive to achieve sustainability and competitiveness the
visionaries of our country put together a think tank in the form of
Botswana Economic Advisory Council (BEAC) which conceived Hubs,
among them the Botswana Innovation Hub to be the focal point for
nurturing innovative solutions that bring about social and economic
impact. During 2017, BIH increased the number of active partnerships
in all spheres of our operations, integrated and strengthened the
innovative entrepreneurship programme, finalized structure and
processes for the Botswana Innovation Fund, concluded a human
resources realignment exercise, and moved from temporary rented
premises to the new Science and Technology Park- the Home of
Innovation.
BUILDING A VIBRANT INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
As a dedicated Innovation Agency for Botswana we are charged with
the responsibility to catalyse innovation in the private sector and this
is possible through bringing together innovative minds, subject matter
experts, policy makers, knowledge providers, industry, and financiers.
Our engagements and activities in 2017 to a large extent covered the
breadth of this spectrum. The annual Innovation Botswana 2017
attracted over 250 stakeholders in October 2017, this event is
intended to bring the broader innovation community together through
exhibitions, networking, capacity building and match making
opportunities. Outreach activities such as CEO Roundtables and road
shows have been planned for the year ahead to reach out to various
members of the community. We will continue to evaluate public and
one-on-one platforms and engagements to improve our value addition.
PROMOTING INNOVATIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Through partnerships and collaboration, we strengthened and
integrated our flagship technology entrepreneurship development
programme, First Steps Venture Centre (FSVC). The programme was
first launched in 2013 and supports innovative start-up companies.
The programme has been revamped based on learnings from prior
years and will occupy a significant portion of the office space in the
Icon building. It offers hot-desking office space, high speed internet,
training and meeting rooms, capacity building and prototyping and
design facilities. The Programme has now been designated into three
different categories being Preincubation, Incubation, and Acceleration
to suit innovators and entrepreneurs at differing stages of innovation.

BIH is one of the key partners in the implementation of an
accelerated three-year entrepreneurship programme along with
De Beers and Stanford University (USA). The Programme is meant
to empower young, aspiring entrepreneurs and executives to
transform their business ventures and move further along the
commercialization value chain.
The Botswana Innovation Hub and Southern Africa Network of
Biosciences (SANBio) jointly carried out capacity building
initiatives targeted at women in bioscience based businesses
(FemBioBiz programme) and Indigenous Knowledge oriented
businesses. BIH is the national focal point in the implementation of
the Southern Africa Innovation Support Programme (SAIS II) which
will continue for the next three years, this follows the successful
implementation of the initial programme that was implemented
between 2011 and 2015. SAIS provides innovation capacity
building through extended partnerships and opportunities for
commercialisation of innovations across five SADC countries.
Additionally, BIH partnered with Botswana International
University of Science and Technology (BIUST) to establish a strong
joint framework for commercialising the University’ research and
entrepreneurship output.
The funding of innovative ventures has continually been identified
as a challenge and therefore the ongoing roll out of the Botswana
Innovation Fund will improve the quality of innovative outputs
and market access potential for start-ups that meet the criteria.
Ministry of Tertiary Education Research Science and Technology
(MOTE) has delegated authority to BIH to implement the Fund in
accordance with the agreement and an independent oversight
Fund Committee to preside over administration and management
of the fund has been appointed. This instrument is intended to
close the current funding gap at the early stage for technology and
innovation oriented projects. A Fund Committee to administer day
to day administration and management of the fund has been
appointed and the Fund will commence in early 2018.
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CEO’S STATEMENT
DELIVERING ON IMPACTFUL INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Water Technologies; On 30th July 2017, Botswana
Innovation Hub and Water Utilities handed over a mobile
saline water treatment technology unit to the residents of
Zoroga village. Following the commissioning of this working
prototype, the water treatment plant will now be used on
operational basis. BIH is in discussions with WUC to explore
the most effective business model for continuity of service
and the possible commissioning of additional units. Further
efforts are underway with Hydrocon-Green, a citizen
company, to commission a further enhanced water
treatment plant based on the use of solar power in Sojwe.
This project is now at unit fabrication stage.
Information and Communication Technologies; To spur
growth of ICT infrastructure and create innovative new
services, BIH has partnered with Dimension Data to deliver a
Tier Three (data centre) data hosting facility in the Icon
building. This facility’s clients will include public and private
sectors and the innovation community. The Data Centre
presents opportunities for innovative ICT-enabled businesses
leveraging technology for growth, to have their data
services hosted including IT applications and systems, while
they focus on their core business. The data centre will be
commissioned in April 2018 at the new building in
Gaborone.
Solar Technologies; The Botswana Innovation Hub is
pursuing an initiative to develop a solar testing and
demonstration facility that would have the potential to
grow awareness and business and research spin-off of solar
technologies in Botswana. The technical feasibility study of
the project has made recommendations on the options for
implementing the project and has also identified critical
stakeholders that we are engaging for further partnerships.
Discussions with Botswana Power Corporation (BPC) are
ongoing with regards to grid access, and Botswana Energy
Regulatory Authority (BERA) from a renewable energy
regulatory
framework
development
perspective.
Furthermore, BIH will work with BERA to develop
programmes for capacity building as well as to explore R&D
on storage in renewable energy.

HOME OF INNOVATION
The Science and Technology Park serves as a physical
connection point for our emerging innovation ecosystem and
steady progress has been achieved with regards to completion
of the Icon Building and commitments to develop within the 57
Hectare Science and Technology Park. A phased approach has
been adopted regarding the completion and occupation of the
BIH building. As part of phase One, an occupation certificate
was awarded following a detailed inspection of the works on
site. BIH therefore, successfully relocated its corporate office
to the new building on the 4th December 2017. BIH
Technology Entrepreneurship Programmes and other
Innovation Support services are already operating from the
Icon building and occupation by anchor tenants such as
Dimension Data and Alpha Direct is expected in April 2018.
Other tenants will progressively take occupation in the first
half of 2018. BIH is working on achieving the proper mix of the
tenants to reflect the diversity in innovation and the BIH
mandate and strategy.
Phase Two, entails completion of the remainder of the Icon
building where a structural defect was detected during
construction and necessitated that works be stopped in the
affected area to allow remedial works to take effect. BIH has
since appointed a reputable and independent international
structural engineering firm to perform the following tasks
amongst others; to determine the cause of the structural
defect; review and assess the proposed solution designs and
remedial works and their adequacy; provide oversight during
implementation of the solution and make any appropriate
recommendations to BIH. The work of the independent peer
review structural engineering firm is ongoing and will assist in
ensuring a strong accountability framework.
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
In the year ended March 2017 BIH revenues streams were
impacted negatively largely attributable to decreased project
management fees due to the cancellation of the Government
Integrated Data Centre (GIDC) project and inability to realize
rental income due to delayed completion of the Icon building.
To mitigate the deficit, BIH operations were financed through
company retained earnings.
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Driven by our 2016/19 Strategic Plan and investment strategy we will
broaden and diversify our portfolio to achieve financial sustainability
through Botswana Innovation Company and our subsidiaries Botswana
Innovation Hub Investments and Botswana Innovation Hub Properties.
Occupation of the Icon building by tenants is expected to increase
rental income during 2018. A key aspect of diversification of BIH
revenue streams is the sale and development of other plots in the
Science and Technology Park based on the integrated land use plan.
Signed land development commitments include Orange Botswana (data
centre and offices) Bofinet (Network Operation Centre) and Concerotel
(Satellite communications facility). All plots in the BIH are subject to the
approved BIH Land Lease Policy. Negotiations with other potential
developers or investors are continuing.
SPECIAL THANKS TO THE BOARD
Sincere gratitude to The Botswana Innovation Hub Board of Directors
for being instrumental in the attainment of the vision since inception to
date. The term for BIH Board Chairman Mr. Neo Moroka and Board
members, Prof. Nelson Torto and Mr. Rahim Khan came to an end in
November 2017. I would like to thank the Board Chair and retiring Board
members for their stewardship and unflinching commitment to serve,
and preserve with the vision of BIH and the nation. Thank you.
LOOKING AHEAD
BIH transitioned to a full-fledged company over the last five years, and
moving into the Science and Technology Park enables us to scale up our
operations. We will ensure that our members and tenants experience is
satisfactory and value adding. We will engage deeply with our partners
and network to improve capacity to innovate, and improve financial
and market access for innovative entrepreneurs through the Botswana
Innovation Fund and other local and international partner funding
mechanisms.
Collaboration is our core value; targeted stakeholder engagements will
take centre stage to achieve faster feedback and resolutions. One of our
mission critical stakeholder is the BIH Team. We have recently aligned
our human capital to meet the growing demands of our portfolio and to
realize improved service delivery, agility, and zero tolerance to
corruption and adherence to corporate governance. Our business model
is anchored on collaboration, and to all our stakeholders both public
and private. Thank you for being part of the continuing journey.

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

Alan P. Boshwaen
Chief Executive Officer

Mathiba Makolo
Property..&..Facilities Management,
Director

...... ....Dr. Budzanani Tacheba
Innovation & Technology, Director

.................Diane Mongudi
Finance & Procurement, Director

Lesole Ngaka
Legal Services & Board
...Secretarial,Director

Tshepo Tsheko
Marketing & Partnerships,
Director
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Building
Vibrant
Innovation
Ecosystem

Innovation ecosystem players
at Innovation Botswana 2017

Partnership opportunities to deliver high impact projects

Building Botswana’s national innovation ecosystem is the focus for Botswana Innovation Hub.
There were new partnerships, with local and international partners aimed at enhancing
innovation ecosystem. To date, BIH has registered over 106 local and international members and
partners and continues outreach to increase its membership to effectively roll out its mandate.
The members and partners constitute public organisations, private sector, donor organisations,
research and academia, and innovative start-up companies and individuals.

•Business modelling and partnership agreements
•Co-investment
•Linkages to relevant authorities and market access
•Test bed and Project Piloting or Prototyping

State-of-the-art infrastructure and facilities

Innovation is happening here…come and join the creative minds

•Office and laboratory space for rental
•Shared amenities
•Tier III Carrier Neutral Data Centre – Data hosting & co-location
•ICT Services
•Serviced land for long term commercial lease and development

Building a community of the best and brightest is key to the success of Botswana Innovation Hub.
We are inviting highly-qualified businesses and institutions to join our community and be a part
of global innovation. We support our members and tenants through innovative entrepreneurship
development, partnership opportunities to deliver high impact projects, providing a
state-of-the-art infrastructure and facilities, and incentives.

Incentives

Innovative entrepreneurship development

•15% Corporate Tax (approved by Ministry of Finance and Economic
Development)
•Labour dispensation (approved by Ministry of Nationality,Immigration and
Gender Affairs)

•Technology entrepreneurship development programme services (First
Steps Venture Centre)
•Seed and early stage funding for technology, product and business
development (approved by Botswana Innovation Fund Committee)
•Intellectual Property Services
•Access to strategic partners and partner programmes
•Business Support Services
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BOTSWANA INNOVATION HUB KEY’S MEMBERS AND IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS

Ministry of Tertiary Education
Research Science & Technology
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INNOVATION BOTSWANA
In order to build a vibrant ecosystem that thrives on creativity, Botswana Innovation Hub has
established a series of events to ensure that innovation work and talent is celebrated, improved
through a network of different stakeholders in order to gain impactful national solutions. Innovation
Botswana Day is one such event that will be used to showcase national innovations as a platform for
pacesetters to network, share knowledge, challenges and build towards improving and moving the
innovation agenda forward.

The inaugural Innovation Botswana 2017 Expo attracted over 250 stakeholders on 26th
October 2017, this event was intended to bring the innovation community together through
networking, capacity building and match making opportunities exhibitions, workshops,
expert presentations and panel discussions.
Botswana Innovation Hub conducted a series of workshops that were aimed at equipping the
youth and aspiring innovators with essential tools to developing a culture of innovation and
growth in making impactful solutions. These included, developing an innovation marketing
strategy, making the perfect investor pitch and proposal, and design thinking - a tool for
innovation.
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WORLD TELECOMMUNICATIONS & INFORMATION SOCIETY DAY
The World Telecommunication and Information Society Day (WTISD) is an
annual event that commemorates the anniversary of the signing of the first
International Telegraph Convention and the creation of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU).
The purpose of the WTISD is to help raise awareness of the possibilities that
the use of the internet and other information and communication
technologies (ICT) can bring to societies and economies, as well as finding
ways to bridge the digital divide.

The theme for WTISD-17, "Big Data for Big Impact," focuses on
the power of Big Data for development and aims to explore how
to turn imperfect, complex, often unstructured data into
actionable information in a development context. The insight
brought on by advanced analysis can strongly complement the
evidence-based nature of decision making that can be leveraged
at national, regional and international levels to drive success
towards attaining all 17 of the United Nations' Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030.
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During WTISD 2017, Botswana Innovation Hub held a
business, Innovation and Technology workshop in
partnership with IT-IQ Botswana (BIH Registererd
Member. A total 18 participants, 8 from young
entrepreneurs within Masunga and surrounding villages
and 10 students from Maruje CJSS were trained.

ISRAEL INNOVATION AUTHORITY INNOVATION
FUNDING WORKSHOP
Botswana Innovation Hub facilitated a workshop on national innovation strategy and funding
framework on behalf of the Ministry of Tertiary Education, Research, Science and Technology.
The workshop, which was supported by the Ambassador of Israel to Botswana is based on
Israel experiences and gave the Israel Innovation Authority perspective on developing
policies, strategies and implementation framework for innovation and its funding at national
level.

The aim of the workshop was capacity building on innovation for stakeholders, including the media, to
appreciate how economies exploit new strategies for economic growth and employment creation and
benefit economically through investments in innovation.Botswana is ranked 89th on the 2017 Global
Innovation Index (GII). The country is ranked 4th in the Sub-Saharan Africa region, coming in behind
South Africa, Mauritius and Kenya respectively and ahead of Tanzania, Namibia and Rwanda.
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Delivering
Impactful
Innovative
Solutions
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Mobile water treatment plant deployed in Zoroga, June 2017

Total Dissolved Solids, TDS, in groundwater

WATER TECHNOLOGIES
Botswana is a country with insufficient surface water, therefore, it heavily relies on
underground water, which is mostly saline. With growing water consumption rates and a
growing population, Botswana has not been able to sustain water and technologies that are
able to desalinate the underground water have not been readily available in Botswana. The
long-term effects of climate change have increased average temperatures and rainfall
deduction.
BIH worked with the Embassy of Israel to Botswana to identify key strengths in Clean
Technologies from Israel which can lead to initiatives to forge partnerships in Water and Energy
related technologies that best suit the local environment.
To this end, Botswana Innovation Hub collaborated with ODIS Group, an Israeli water treatment
technology company and Water Utilities Corporation to pilot dual water treatment unit in
Zoroga. The partnership also seeks to work with local research and water quality organizations
to better their products locally. The introduction, testing and further development of the
technology can be used as a basis for design and implementation of local water treatment /
purification centers in rural areas.
Following collaboration between BIH and Water Utilities Corporation to bring saline water to
drinkable quality levels in Zoroga village (Nata-Gweta area), BIH handed over the project to
WUC on Friday 30th June 2017. The ceremony was graced by, guest speaker, Honourable
Minister of Tertiary Education, Research, Science and Technology, Dr Alfred Madigele as well as
representatives from academia, private sector and the Sandvelt Farmers Association.
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The dual water treatment system is one of the innovations that
have the potential of positive national impact given that the
country experiences high water stress and incidents of salinity
of underground water reserves.
Double Stage Water Treatment System integrates elements of:
coagulation, cyclonic separation, double stage filtration and
disinfection; as well as a Reverse Osmosis System for removal
of salts at Zoroga Village in the Nata-Gweta area.

Description:
Compact and mobile water treatment plant is designed to treat
any type of water into drinking water. The plant eliminates all
solids, impurities, chemicals, bacteria and viruses from raw
water. The plant combines several filtration and water
purification processes into one integral unit that is designed
specifically to supply drinking water at any site and under any
conditions.
Technical specification and main components:
• Primary Separation –Strainer & Hydro Cyclone
• Coagulation
• Sedimentation
• Multimedia Depth Filtration – multimedia filters.
• Activated Carbon filtration - multimedia filters.
• Pre RO treatment – Micro-filtration and antiscalant.
• RO unit.
• Disinfection unit.
• CIP unit – Clean-In-Place.
• Optional mineral recovery unit.

Applications:
•Military usage – small bases, temporary stations, advancing
forces.
• Emergency relief organizations.
• Disaster areas.
• Remote and rural areas.
• Municipalities
• Farmers
Advantages:
• Safe drinking water – Ensure safe drinking water from any
water source under any condition, designed to remove over 98%
of dissolved inorganic matter, over 95% of total dissolved
organics and all colloidal and suspended matter larger than 0.05
micron.

Advantages:
•Modular – System size and flow can be increased at any time
simply by adding more elements (container, skid or filters).
•Mobile – Designed to be easily relocated.
•Maintenance – CIP process increase membranes lifetime.
•Automatic – Each system is fully automatic and all operating
modes controlled by Programmable Logic Controller (PLC).
•Plug n’ Play –Ready to operate as they leave the factory and no
further on-site assembly needed
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SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES
Botswana is highly dependent on imports to meet its energy demand.
Internal electricity generation is not sufficient to meet demand and
progress is being made to ensure security of supply through expansion of
the country’s thermal power stations. The Government of Botswana has
generally recognized the potential for renewable energy development in
the country, especially in solar energy. Many studies and projects have
been completed including on Feed-in Tariffs for Renewable Energy
(2011); Solar Water Heating (2005); Prefeasibility and Feasibility Studies
for Concentrated Solar Thermal (CST) Technologies (2009, 2013); and 1.3
MW Solar Photo-Voltaic Plant now commissioned (2012). In addition,
the country promoted solar water heating through BPC Lesedi though
it’s now non-operational. While most of these activities were geared
towards increasing the contribution of renewable energy to the
country’s energy mix, challenges were experienced during
implementation.

Botswana has excellent solar conditions, with an average of
320 clear, sunny days per year and an average global
irradiation of 21 MJ m2/day throughout the country. With
3,200 hours of sunshine a year, solar power is a natural
solution to the power shortages of the country and region. As
much as solar energy is recognized as a very promising
renewable energy source in Botswana, the costs of installation
per kW are still high compared to the country’s relatively
cheap grid electricity (the domestic tariff is 8 US cents per
kWh). However, in rural areas, outside grid, the costs of
building grid compared to stand alone solar is more
comparable.
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The Botswana Innovation Hub is pursuing an initiative to
develop solar testing and demonstration facility. The technical
feasibility study of the project has made recommendations on
the options for implementing the project and has also
identified critical stakeholders that need to be involved for the
successful implementation of the project. Discussions with
Botswana Power Corporation (BPC) are ongoing with regards
to grid access, and Botswana Energy Regulatory Authority
(BERA) from a renewable energy regulatory framework
development perspective. Furthermore, BIH will work with
BERA to develop programmes for capacity building as well as
to explore R&D on storage in renewables.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
“A Data Centre is a facility that centralizes an organization’s IT
operations and equipment, and where it stores, manages, and
disseminates its data. Data Centres house a network’s most critical
systems and are vital to the continuity of daily operations.
Consequentially, the security and reliability of Data Centres and
their information is a top priority for organizations.”
Globally, there is a growing dependency and use of data, to drive not
only businesses, small and large, but healthcare, taxation, education
and many other aspects of economies. There is rapid take-up of cloud
services as ICT infrastructure, both nodes (data centres) and networks,
matures. A key element that is emerging worldwide in markets where
the telecoms market has been deregulated and is maturing, is the
Carrier Neutral Data Centre as a network node that facilitates
competitive pricing of network connectivity and value-added
services..

The tangible presence of a good Data Centre influences
strategies and spurs the use of technologies that depend on
predictable data environments. As threats to data security and
integrity grow and privacy of data becomes more of a concern,
well managed, protected and controlled data environments
become more important. A site such as the Data Centre would
meet the needs of many Botswana companies w.r.t. data
protection and business continuity.

• Creating a national node for fiber networks from licensed
...wholesale and retail telcos;
• Creating a peering point and regional internet exchange;
• Creating a regional hub for the delivery of content and
...data;
• Creating a location for Disaster Recovery facilities;

To create a Carrier Neutral Data Centre which forms an integral
role in improving the quality of the national ICT infrastructure,
the quality and competitiveness of Internet access and
broadband, and through this to facilitate innovation and
economic growth in Botswana do this This through:
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• Creating a secure, robust, and resilient environment for
...public and private data.

Tier I

Tier III

1. Tier I Involves an improvement over ordinary office
space, with a dedicated space for IT systems, a UPS to filter
power spikes and outages, dedicated cooling equipment
and a generator to provide power during extended outages.

3. Tier III The concept of Concurrent Maintenance is added
to Tier II, where each and every capacity component
needed to support the IT environment can be taken out of
service without affecting the IT operations. Redundant
delivery paths for power and cooling are involved.

Tier II

Tier IV

2.Tier II Includes redundant power and cooling
components. A malfunction or normal maintenance will
result in loss of a capacity component.

ABOVE;A note on Tier Ratings : The Uptime Institute, and international
standards organization, define the standards for Data Centres and
certify builds and operations accordingly. There are four (4) tiers.

BIH-Dimension Data Partnership
In 2014, BIH conducted a feasibility study with the intension to build
a bespoke Tier III quality data centre, with secure, resilient power,
high security (physical and network), intelligent cooling, and
guaranteed uptime. BIH and Dimension Data entered into an
unincorporated Joint-Venture to develop and operate a
Carrier-Neutral Data Centre in the BIH Icon Building which is on track
to go-live in April 2018.

4. Tier IV The concept of Fault Tolerance is added to that of
Concurrent Maintenance where each and every system or
component supports IT operations is taken into account
when considering redundancy.

A Carrier-Neutral Data Centre provides for easy connectivity to the
widest choice of carriers (Fixed & Mobile), ISPs, Internet Exchanges,
Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) and other network service
providers to build communication networks to deliver the optimum
end user experience.
Carrier-Neutral Data Centres services include but not limited to;
•Co-location (data hosting services)
•High Availability and Reliability (Power, cooling, connectivity,
security)
•Telco Aggregation (meet-me-room)
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Promoting
Innovative
Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneurs attending coffee session at First Step Venture
Center.

TECHNOLOGY ENTREPRENEURSHIP SERVICES
PRE-INCUBATION
(6 months)

*

•Hot Desking Space
•Access to meeting and boardrooms
•Event hosting (subject to approval by
management)
•Access to high Speed Internet
•Technical Advisory - Developing Market Value
Proposition
•Bootcamps
•Business Planning
•Business Modelling
•Coaching (Business/Technical)
•Networking
•Innovation Assessment
•Business Training
•Prototyping and Testing / Pilot - ICT Labs
•Printing services (100 pages per month per
company)
•Funding subject to qualification (Innovation
Fund)
•Investor exposure ( e.g SLUSH, Seedstars etc)
•Access to exchange programs with Partner
Incubators/ programs
•Business Endorsement

are expected to pay a monthly
** •Clients
commitment fee of P250
•Selected workshop cost sharing
•Replacement of lost and extra access
cards

Advice
*** •Legal
•Intellectual Property Services
•Market Access
•Workshops

Legend

*

Services paid for by BIH

INCUBATION
(18 months)

ACCELERATION

•Hot Desking Space for virtual clients
•Access to high Speed Internet
•Access to meeting and boardrooms
•Event hosting (subject to approval by management)
•Business and Product Development Support
•Business Climate Orientation
•Advanced business planning and market validation
•Mentoring and Coaching
•Specific Gap Related Training
•Facilitate access to Finance
•Commercialization / Launch, Brand Activation
•Intellectual property and legal advisory
•Sponsored Bootcamps (e.g. Seedstars)
•International Speaker engagements
•Access to exchange programs with partner Incubators/
programs
•Funding subject to qualification (Innovation Fund)
•Investor exposure ( e.g SLUSH, Seedstars etc)
•Business Endorsement

•International / Export Support
•Clustering, Networking and Collaboration /
Partnership platform
•Softlanding
•Commercialization/Launch
•Incentives to facilitate Innovation
•Business Development and Growth (Spin Offs)
•Skills and Technology Transfer
•Promotion and Market Development
•Industry Specific / Market Research and Information
Sharing

•Subsidized Rental (P80 per square meter
plus P250 phone rental per month for
clients with offices)
•Monthly phone bill
•Selected workshop cost sharing
•Virtual clients are expected to pay a
monthly commitment fee of P250
•Replacement of lost and extra access
cards

•Rental P80 per square meter, P250 phone rental
per month (Clients will be responsible for
furnishing their offices, printing equipment,
internet, etc.)
•Replacement of lost and extra access cards
•Monthly phone bill

•Legal Advice
•Intellectual Property Services
•Market Access
•Workshops

** Services paid for by the client
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(6 months)

***

Pro-Bono services

FIRST STEPS VENTURE CENTRE
Botswana Innovation Hub’s integrated technologies entrepreneurship programme,
First Steps Venture Centre, has opened doors for many aspiring start-ups. This
programme runs through incubation and business coaching services that serve startup
companies who come at pre-incubation and incubation stage of commercialization.
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Botswana Innovation Hub has been able to create more diverse platforms that have
enabled the startup companies to tap into international best practice through
competitions, international training opportunities and business coaching through
different partner programmes including FemBioBiz Programme, Indigenous Knowledge
Programme, Southern Africa Innovation Support Programme, Go-To-Market
Programme, Seed Stars, and Demo Africa.
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FEMBIOBIZ PROGRAMME
The SANBio FemBioBiz Acceleration Program has been
created to develop leadership, technological and business
skills in female-owned businesses in the SADC region to
support deal-making and business acceleration in the
Biosciences arena.
The competition was open to women from SANBio member
countries - Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius,
Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland,
Zambia and Zimbabwe. Over a period of six weeks, women
business leaders across Southern Africa were called to
participate and pitch their businesses. Over 156 applicants
were received from 9 countries in SADC.
During the South African Innovation Summit in Cape Town,
Ms Nkata Seleka of Sleek Foods, representing Botswana,
won Third Prize in the NEPAD SANBio #FemBioBiz
Acceleration Programme Finals.

INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE PROGRAMME
Kalahari Donkey Milk based cosmetic products (soap and lotion).
BIH completed technical quality/toxicity tests. BIH is further
facilitating the market entry through various partners e.g. CAAB
and tourism sector.
Morula Kernel Extraction; BIH in conjunction with SanBio
supported the design and fabrication of the working prototype of
Morula Kernel Extractor for improved efficiency, quality and
volumes of Morula oils. The working prototype is intended to be
installed at their site in Machaneng.
Sorghum Beverage; BIH in partnership with SanBio jointly financed
the improved prototype production line for a nutritional sorghum
beverage with probiotics. This plant is installed at the NAPRO
facility in Selibe- Phikwe.
Energy briquette; BIH launched an energy briquette development
by a resident of Moshupa- Reuben Kerobale based on naturally
available ingredients. This product is co-produced and marketed
by Moshupa Co-operatives. BIH facilitated the product testing,
brand and packaging designs through its network of innovators.
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SOUTHERN AFRICA INNOVATION SUPPORT
PROGRAMME (SAIS II)
Following a joint call with SAIS the top three companies
being BIH members were selected to participate in a
global innovation capacity building programme in
Finland. This programme was held in November 2017
and the three start-ups were All Bosses - ICT company
that develops innovative data solutions, Eco-Hub - a
clean technology company that makes building blocks
made out plastic and other waste material, and Bayon
Holdings – company that produces pollution free and
energy storing generator.
SAIS (Southern Africa Innovation Support Programme) is
a regional innovation support program which includes a
network of member countries and the SADC. The overall
objective of the second phase of the programme is
enhanced regional innovation cooperation and national
innovation systems of the participating countries
contributing to the inclusive business and employment.

GO-TO-MARKET PROGRAMME

SEEDSTARS

DEMO AFRICA TOURS

BIH is one of the partners to roll out the Go-To-Market
Programme in Botswana. The Go-To-Market Programme
is a De Beers initiative to empower budding
entrepreneurs gain the confidence and skills to
commercialise their business ideas and accelerate their
route to market. The programme entails an intensive,
one-week entrepreneurship boot camp, taught by
Stanford Graduate School of Business (GSB) faculty.
Over 200 youth companies submitted applications to
join the Go-to-Market programme and the top fifty will
be selected into the intense capacity building
programme which will commence in March 2018.

Botswana Innovation Hub, through the First Steps
Venture Centre (FSVC), has entered into a partnership
with a local company called Udugu Botswana (Pty) Ltd
since 2015 to organize Botswana`s Seedstars event
which sends the most promising start-up to Seedstars
international finals. Seedstars World is a global
organization based in Switzerland with the aim of
impacting people` s lives in emerging markets through
entrepreneurship and technology. It aims to develop
and or foster startup ecosystems by connecting,
building and investing into driven entrepreneurs.

Demo Africa conducted DEMO City Tours across the
continent, to recruit innovative startups and engage
local technology ecosystems to potentially pitch for
investments up to $8 Million Dollars. The Demo Africa
team partnered with Botswana Innovation Hub to host
the Botswana leg of the city tours. The event entailed
mobilization of 15-20 start ups to pitch their products
and services to local panel members. DEMO Africa
allows start-ups from all over Africa to meet VCs,
investors, tech acquisition specialists, IT buyers and
media from across the region and around the globe. The
Start-ups are given an opportunity to launch their
products to a tech eco-system under the following
categories;
Agriculture;
Health;
Education;
Manufacturing; Retail; Media and Entertainment;
Communication; Transport and Logistics; Energy;
Finance and Banking; Water and Sanitation and Waste
Management and Recycling.
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#REABATSAA

SOCIAL GOOD THROUGH INNOVATIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
In support of Botswana Netball Association, the host of
Netball World Youth Cup 2017 Botswana Innovation Hub
availed the services of its registered startup companies to
develop a mobile application that will be used to
disseminate digital information of the event to the global
sport lovers.

The development of the mobile application was aimed at
informing and updating the global audience about the
competition. The app was developed by Asante Tech Group,
an alumni member of Botswana Innovation Hub technology
entrepreneurship development programme, First Steps
Venture Centre (FSVC).
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The mobile application was developed by talented
Batswana and was used to disseminate live
information about the games. It was also able to
give information on the game venues and the latest
social media tweet news about the netball world
cup.

FUNDING INNOVATION
The government of Botswana established Botswana
Innovation Hub to coordinate the establishment of a
functional and integrated national innovation
ecosystem. Key to this development is the creation of a
Botswana Innovation Fund that promotes innovation
through
technology,
products
and
business
development in the private sector by providing cash
grants to companies and organizations registered with
Botswana Innovation Hub.

Established under the Finance Management Act. Statutory
Instrument Number 93 of 2017, the Botswana Innovation
Fund was created to close the existing gap in early stage
financing for key projects of national relevance in the
private sector. The fund will specifically provide cash
grants to companies or organizations registered with the
Botswana Innovation Hub, which may subcontract part of
the development work to universities and research
institutions. In addition, the Botswanal Innovation Fund
serves to encourage companies and organisation awarded
funds to transfer skills to citizen employees by providing
cash grants to be utilised for institutional training and on
the job training programmes.
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The Botswana Innovation Fund Committee consists of
independent members of the public as well as
representation from the private sector and the business
community. Among its roles and responsibilities is the
approval of the fund guidelines, procedures for operation
of the Fund, approval of grant application processes and
subsequent applications, appointment of special experts
and auditors and receiving and approving of reports from
audits, programme evaluation and reports on grant
applications and approvals.

Home of
Innovation

The icon building is ready to house innovators within the 57 ha
BIH Science & Technology Park.

BIH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PARK (HOME OF INNOVATION)

STRATEGIC LOCATION
The Park (Home of Innovation) is located in
the prime area encompassing the Diamond
Technology Park, Bank of Botswana ,
Botswana Bureau of standards, special
economic zone, Sir Seretse Khama
International Airport as well as retail centre.
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ICON BUILDING
Botswana Innovation Hub Science and Technology Park is
the focal point for anyone or organization committed to
innovation and growth. The infrastructure inside the Park is
designed and constructed to support bandwidth of growing
innovation companies. Currently, key development is the
construction of the Icon Building. A phased approach has
been adopted regarding the completion and occupation of
the Icon building.

Office space

Corridors
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PHASE ONE - PARTIAL COMPLETION AND OCCUPATION OF THE ICON BUILDING
Ground Floor

2

3

The Icon building comprises of three buildings joined by linking bridges
to facilitate connectivity and interaction. An occupation certificate was
awarded in September 2017 following a detailed inspection of the
works on site. BIH successfully relocated its corporate office to the new
building on the 4th December 2017. BIH Technology Entrepreneurship
Programmes and other Innovation Support Services are already
operating from the new building. Occupation by the three main anchor
tenants Dimension Data, Alpha Direct and Moro Group of Companies is
earmarked for April 2018. Other tenants will progressively take
occupation during 2018. BIH is working on getting the proper mix of
tenants to reflect the diversity in innovation.

6

1

4

6

5
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1

BIH Offices & Innovation Support programs

2

Alpha Direct (Occupation early 2018)

3

Space available (Ideal for labs)

4

West Lobby (Completion early 2018)

5

Space available (Ideal for offices)

6

Amenity gardens (Completion early 2018)

PHASE TWO – FULL COMPLETION OF THE ICON BUILDING
First Floor

11

10

12

9

8

7

Dimension Data

8

MORO Group

9

Meeting rooms

10

Space available ( Ideal for offices)

11

Space available (Ideal for labs)

12

Cantilever Section (Completion to be determined)

7
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BIH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLGY PARK MASTER PLAN
The park consists of 57 hectares of mixed use, fully serviced 41
plots of varying sizes ready for development on long term leases.
All plots come with infrastructure and facilities that fulfil the needs
of technology driven companies.
The BIH Science and Technology Park has established partnerships
with like-minded real estate developers, other science and
technology parks across the globe and investors to facilitate regular
engagements with member companies.
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The Team

BIH team building session at the Science and Technology Park

BIH ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

Board of Directors

Audit & Risk Committee

Chief Executive Officer

Finance & Procurement

Financial, Investment &
Procurement Strategies
Annual Budget Preparation,
Implementation & Monitoring
Financial Records, Controls and
Fiduciary stewardship
Annual Financial Reports
Financial Performance &
Monitoring
Risk Management

Innovation & Technology

Property & Facilities
Management

BIH cluster facilitation

Leases and contracts

International networking

Land Management

R&D promotion &
commercialization (e.g. patents,
IPR)

Property Development

Incubation programme
development

Comprehensive Facilities
Management

Innovation Fund Administration

Utilities Management

Marketing & Partnerships

Identify & engage potential
companies for BIH

Human Resources
Management

Strategy development and
monitoring

Industrial Relations
Talent Strategy

Coordinate strategy
cascade and information
flow

Marketing and communication

Implementation of Key Innovation
Projects

Strategy

Public relations

Workforce Planning
On-boarding

Branding

Learning & Development

Client Relations and
Stakeholder Engagement

Performance Management

Maintenance

Leadership Development
Partnerships and Projects
Implementation

Collate strategy related
information
Corporate Performance &
Monitoring

Legal Services &
Board Secretarial
Legal assistance and
advice on legal issues like
commercial contracts,
dispute resolution,
government funding
agreements, regulatory,
employment, and
governance

Internal Auditor

Internal Audit Policies and Procedures are
Developed and Maintained
Quality Assurance and Improvement
Programmes
Develop periodic Internal
Audit Plans

Compliance with all
various legal requirements

Audit reviews

Board Secretarial Services

Final Audit Reports

Liaison with Shareholder

Career & Succession
Management

Action Plans assessed and monitored

ICT Strategy & Implementation
Develop a framework for vetting
impactful innovation

Member Registration &
Incentives

Compensation & Benefits
Culture

Manage STP stakeholder
database
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Quarterly IA Reports

STRUCTURAL REVIEWS
Following approval of the 2016 – 2019 Botswana Innovation Hub
Strategic Plan, it became apparent that there was a need to review
the Organisational Structure in order to align it with the Plan. BIH
Management therefore undertook a review of its current structure
to determine whether resources, responsibilities, activities & roles
were suitable for the changing context and could deliver on the
strategic intent of the Organisation. This is crucial for the future of
BIH as it shifts from a Project-Driven Organisation to a Learning
Organisation built around creating value for all its beneficiaries.

LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
Executive Coaching –There’s no question that corporate leaders
need constant coaching. As the business environment becomes
more complex, they will increasingly turn to coaches for help in
understanding how to act.The kind of coaches needed will do more
than influence behaviours; they will be an essential part of the
leader’s learning process, providing knowledge, opinions, and
judgment in critical areas.

As part of its Executive Development Programme, BIH
engaged an Executive Coach to work with the Senior
Management Team with the following objectives in mind:
oto focus the executive team contribution to the
bottom-line performance of the organisation
•to re-energise the executive team to see how the daily
challenges of the job fit into the bigger picture of (a) the
organisation’s goals & plans and (b) the executive’s
long-term career and life goals
•to help the executive team bring about congruence
between personal and corporate goals
•to improve life balance, so as to avoid 'burn out' and
stress-related disorders
•to enhance skills in work planning, inter-personal
relations, meeting deadlines, coping with pressure,
adapting to company culture
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•to encourage creativity and striving for 'best of breed'
performance
•Management Development Programme (MDP) – In March
2017, 4 BIH Managers, successfully completed the
Management Development Programme with the University
of Stellenbosch Business School. The comprehensive
Management Development Programme equips managers
with the necessary competencies to implement their
organisations’ strategic objectives. Furthermore, the
programme helps to develop a basic understanding of the
different fields of management to ensure that managers do
not perform their own management functions in isolation.
The MDP provides a broader understanding of management
and leadership and in this way, brings real business benefits
to participants and their organisations.

•Facilities Management – The Property & Facilities team
were enrolled in a Facilities Management Masterclass
offered by Natfin Institute in South Africa. The Masterclass is
a 5-day training programme, aimed at equipping Facilities
Management Professionals with the necessary knowledge
and experience required to be well-rounded Facilities
Managers. This training was necessary for our team to
prepare them for Managing the State of the Art BIH Icon
Building as well as the entire Science & Technology Park.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Botswana Innovation Hub continues to embed a
high-performance culture through an integrated approach to
performance, robust policies, professional support and
focused development provision.
•The main purpose of the BIH performance management
system is to ensure that:
•the work performed by employees accomplishes the work
of the company
•employees have a clear understanding of the quality and
quantity of work expected from them
•employees receive ongoing information about how
effectively they are performing relative to expectations
•awards and salary increases based on employee
performance are distributed accordingly;
•Opportunities for employee development are identified;
and
•Employee performance that does not meet expectations is
addressed

BIH introduced ‘Values Campaign Awards’ to reward
employees living the BIH values and leading by example. IT
Services Manager, Esther Yane received the first award for
‘Excellence’ demonstrated during the relocation of BIH to
the Icon Building.

OUR CORE VALUES
Innovation
Commitment to promoting innovation and
competitiveness.
This is embodied in our
“Innovation is happening here” tagline
Integrity
Commitment to conducting business with integrity
and professionalism.
Openness
Commitment to begin open minded, transparent
and passionate about endless opportunities that life
presents.
Collaboration
Commitment to collaboration with businesses,
knowledge providers, partners, local and
international community to deliver innovative
solutions.
Excellence
Commitment to delivery and operational excellence
in everything we do.
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Corporate
Governance

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

BIH is a company registered under the Botswana Companies Act, (CAP 42:01). BIH follows best
governance practices and conduct its business in accordance with prudent commercial principles. BIH
firmly believes that accountability, transparency, fairness and ethics are the foundation on which to
build trust and work with all stakeholders for the benefit of the Botswana nation at large.

The Board of Directors is the highest internal structure within BIH. The primary role
and responsibility of the Board is setting the strategic direction of the company. The
Board further oversees the implementation of the strategy and annual operation
plans. The Board is responsible for monitoring the overall performance of the
company and further ensuring that there are effective controls in place to manage
any potential risks. The Board also approves major organizational items including
but not limited to annual budgets; business plans; commercial projects; and
company policies.
The Board comprise of eight directors constituted of independent, non-executive
and the executive. The independent and non-executive Directors are appointed by
the Minister of Tertiary Education Research Science and Technology. The
independent and non-executive Board members are usually appointed on a three
years tenure which is renewable as per the company constitution. The Company’s
CEO, who is also a Director, is appointed by the Board as a remunerated full-time
employee of the Company. As a measure of enhancing independence and
accountability, the roles and responsibilities of the Board Chairperson and the CEO
are separate.
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BOARD COMPOSITION

DECLARATION OF INTEREST

In appointing members of the BIH Board, a number of factors are
taken into consideration to ensure that the Board has a
balanced set of skills necessary to drive the mandate and
objectives of the company. The Board members come from
various fields within the public, private and the academic
sectors. There are Government representatives who sits on the
Board, and those include the Deputy Permanent Secretary in the
Ministry of Tertiary Education, Research Science and
Technology. Individual expertise and previous experience are
taken into consideration when making appointments, with
emphasis on individuals from a financial/ commercial
background and individuals with expertise on the four focus
areas of BIH being information technology, mining technologies,
biotechnologies and clean technologies and complementary
sectors like science and research.

Board members are expected to observe the legal requirements
in respect of the declaration of interests in accordance with the
laws of Botswana and the BIH Constitution. Board members are
required to do everything possible to avoid a potential conflict of
interests in the execution of their responsibilities as Directors of
BIH. All potential declaration of interests are to be declared as
soon as the Board member becomes aware of the conflict. The
declarations are recorded and where there is conflict a Board
member is recused from any discussions on the subject matter.

INDUCTION PROGRAMME
New members joining the BIH Board are taken through an
induction program the primary objective being to sensitize them
on the BIH strategy and on-going projects. The new Board
members are further made aware of their fiduciary duties and
responsibilities in managing the affairs of the company, and the
importance of always acting in the best interests of the company.
In addition, members are furnished with key organizational
documents including the company constitution; board charter;
shareholder compact; the strategy document; annual operation
plans and other key policy documents.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TRAINING
Continuous training on corporate governance is arranged for
Board members to ensure that they keep abreast of latest
corporate governance practices and trends.

BOARD COMMITTEES
The BIH Constitution empowers the Board to appoint and
delegate any of their powers to Committees consisting of such
members as the Board may deem fit. In accordance with those
powers, the Board has delegated certain functions and
responsibilities to BIH Board Committees. The Committees
consider matters in line with their mandates and make
appropriate recommendations to the Board. The Committees are
as follows;
•Collaborations Scientific and Technology Committee;
•Finance Investment and Tender Committee;
•Audit and Risk Committee;
•Remunerations and Human Resources Committee
Collaborations Scientific and Technology Committee
Members; Dr K. Baipoledi -Chairman; Professor N. Torto; Mr M
Sekgabo; Mr A. Boshwaen (ex officio)
The purpose of the Collaborations, Scientific & Technology
Committee is to assist the Board in fulfilling its oversight
responsibilities by reviewing and making recommendations to
the Board regarding;
•Science, Technology and Innovation aspects of .the ....company
mandate.
• Issues relating to forging new collaborative ..research between
industry, private and public . sector; private sector driven
innovation programmes development .and implementation;
innovation funding; .entrepreneurship development; Indigenous
knowledge and .intellectual property rights.
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Audit and Risk Committee
Members; Ms N. Senegelo – Chairman; Mr G. Mosinyi; Mr N.
Torto; Mr R. Khan; Mr A. Boshwaen (ex officio)
The purpose of the Audit and Risk Committee is to assist the
Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities by reviewing and
making recommendations to the Board regarding;
• Internal control systems and risk management;
•Internal, external and quality assurance audit .processes;
• Process for monitoring compliance with laws..and
..regulations, special investigations .and . ..whistleblower
mechanisms.

Finance Investment and Tender Committee
Members; Mr G. Mosinyi -Chairman; Ms M. Moremong- Gobe;
Mr M. Sekgabo; Dr K. Baipoledi; Mr A. Boshwaen (ex officio)
The purpose of the Finance Investment and Tender Committee of
the Board is to assist the Board in fulfilling its oversight
responsibilities by reviewing and making recommendations to
the Board regarding;
•The BIH annual operational and development budget, including
any supplementary or revised budget requests that may arise
during the year;
• Advising the Board on all financial matters ..affecting BIH;
• Advise and recommendations on the company’s .investment
policy, investment strategy and .guidelines and procurement
matters;

Remunerations and Human Resources Committee
Members; Mr R. Khan -Chairman; Ms M Moremong -Gobe; Ms N
Senegelo; Mr A. Boshwaen (ex officio)
The purpose of the Human Resources & Remuneration
Committee is to assist the Board by assuming an oversight role
over all BIH Human Resources, Remuneration and Compensation
matters.
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DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES & APPROVAL

The directors are required in terms of the Companies Act
(Cap 42:01) to maintain adequate accounting records and
are responsible for the content and integrity of the
consolidated annual financial statements and related
financial information included in this report. It is their
responsibility to ensure that the consolidated annual
financial statements fairly present the state of affairs of the
group as at the end of the financial year and the results of its
operations and cash flows for the period then ended, in
conformity with International Financial Reporting
Standards. The external auditors are engaged to express an
independent opinion on the consolidated annual financial
statements.
The consolidated consolidated annual financial statements
are prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards and are based upon appropriate
accounting policies consistently applied and supported by
reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.

The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately
responsible for the system of internal financial control
established by the group and place considerable
importance on maintaining a strong control
environment. To enable the directors to meet these
responsibilities, the board of directors sets standards for
internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or
loss in a cost effective manner. The standards include
the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly
defined framework, effective accounting procedures
and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an
acceptable level of risk. These controls are monitored
throughout the group and all employees are required to
maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the
group’s business is conducted in a manner that in all
reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus
of risk management in the group is on identifying,
assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of
risk across the group. While operating risk cannot be
fully eliminated, the group endeavours to minimise it by
ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls,
systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed
within predetermined procedures and constraints.

Director

The directors are of the opinion, based on the information
and explanations given by management, that the system
of internal control provides reasonable assurance that the
financial records may be relied on for the preparation of
the consolidated annual financial statements. However,
any system of internal financial control can provide only
reasonable, and not absolute, assurance against material
misstatement or loss.
The directors have reviewed the group’s cash flow
forecast for the year to 31 March 2018 and, in light of this
review and the current financial position, they are
satisfied that the group has access to adequate resources
to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable
future.
The external auditors are responsible for independently
auditing and reporting on the group's consolidated annual
financial statements. The consolidated annual financial
statements have been examined by the group's external
auditors and their report is presented on pages 57 to 59.
The consolidated annual financial statements set out on
pages 60 to 93, which have been prepared on the going
concern basis, were approved by the board of directors
on
and were
signed on their behalf by:

Director
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Independent Auditor's Report
To the shareholder of Botswana Innovation Hub
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated and separate annual financial statements of Botswana
Innovation Hub set out on pages 60 to 94, which comprise the consolidated and separate
statement of financial position as at 31 March 2017, and the consolidated and separate
statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, consolidated and separate
statement of changes in equity and consolidated and separate statement of cash flows for the
year then ended, and notes to the annual financial statements, including a summary of
significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the annual financial statements give a true and fair view of, the consolidated and
separate financial position of Botswana Innovation Hub as at 31 March 2017, and its
consolidated and separate financial performance and consolidated and separate cash flows for
the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for
the audit of the consolidated and separate annual financial statements section of our report. We
are independent of the group in accordance with the International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (Parts A and B) (IESBA Code) and other
independence requirements applicable to performing audits of annual financial statements in
Botswana. We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the IESBA Code
and in accordance with other ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in Botswana.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our opinion.

Emphasis of Matter
Without qualifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note 24. The Investment property under
construction developed certain structural defects which are to be remedied. As at the year end,
the Company has engaged experts to determine the remedial actions. Preliminary estimation of
the costs involved in such remediation would be approximately P77 million and the Company is
in the process of securing the additional funds required from its stakeholders. Since the
investment property is still under construction and value in use can be determined only after the
building is put to use, and therefore, no impairment due to the technical defects has been
effected in these financial statements for the year. The Company continues to engage with the
legal experts to pursue the reimbursement of the above remedial costs from the service
providers who are considered to be potentially at fault for these cracks and defects. Due to these
events, it is not certain if additional costs would increase the value of the building significantly
once the defects are remedied.
Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most
significance in our audit of the annual financial statements of the current period. These matters
were addressed in the context of our audit of the annual financial statements as a whole, and in
forming our opinion thereon, and the report below is not intended to constitute separate
opinions on those key audit matters.
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Key audit matter

How the matter was addressed in our audit

Our audit procedures comprised, among others;
Investment properties
The entities significant assets are the investment properties consisting of land
and buildings under construction. The total values of investment properties
recorded in the financial statements amounts to P 1.1 billion. The values of these
properties are determined using valuation experts in the field of real estate
valuations.
Due to the significant assumptions, estimates and judgements involved in the
process of determining the market values of these investment properties, these
matters are considered as key audit matters.

The fair values of the investment properties were determined by experts
appointed by the management. We have held discussions with these experts to
gather an understanding of the various inputs, assumptions, estimates and
process used in arriving at the values.
We have assessed the competence, independence and integrity of the external
valuers and have verified the underlying data used by them to assess
reasonableness.
For the construction in progress, we have verified the validity of the
construction works to the value reflected in the financial statements.
Our audit procedures have resulted in appropriate audit evidence towards
ownership and values of these investment properties.

Government Grants
The entity relies on Government Grants to sustain its current activities of which
the recognition of revenue is done in accordance with the principles outlined in
IAS20: Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government
Assistance.
Operating expenses
Operations of the entity are supported by significant expenditure. As at 31
March 2017, total administrative and payroll expenditure incurred was P48
million.
.

We have verified the grant income received for the period and obtained
confirmations from the donors for the amounts disbursed.
Our audit procedures have resulted in appropriate audit evidence towards grant
incomes and the recognition and accounting has been in line with principles
outlined under IAS 20.
We obtained an understanding of the nature of the expenditure and have
performed analytical procedures comparing incurred expenditures to
expectation to verify the expenses.
We obtained the schedule of expenditure for the period and using monetary unit
sampling technique, we selected a sample for testing for compliance.
We obtained the accrued liabilities schedules, reviewed the appropriateness of
the accruals, scanned for unusual accounts and agreed the recorded
expenditures to appropriate support.
We did not identify any exceptions or indications of fraud from these reviews.
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Independent Auditor's Report
Responsibilities of the directors for the Consolidated and
Separate Annual Financial Statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of the consolidated and separate annual financial
statements in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as the
directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of
consolidated and separate annual financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
In preparing the consolidated and separate annual financial
Statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the
group’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as
applicable, matters related to going concern and using the
going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either
intend to liquidate the group or to cease operations, or have no
realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing
the group's financial reporting process.
Auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the Consolidated
and Separate Annual Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the consolidated and separate annual financial
statements as a whole are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor's report
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level
of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing will
always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of these annual financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing, we exercise professional judgement
and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit.
We also:

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content
financial statements, including the disclosures, and
consolidated and separate annual financial statements
underlying transactions and events in a manner that
presentation.

of the annual
whether the
represent the
achieves fair

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of
the consolidated and separate annual financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and
perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion,
forgery,
intentional
omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial
information of the subsidiaries or business activities within the group to
express an opinion on the consolidated and separate annual financial
statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and
performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our
audit opinion.We communicate with the directors regarding, among
other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant
audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to
the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
group’s internal control.

We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied
with relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and to
communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where
applicable, related safeguards.

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by the directors.

From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine
those matters that were of most significance in the audit of the annual
financial statements of the current year and are therefore the key audit
matters. We describe these matters in our auditor's report unless law or
regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in
extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not
be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of
doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest
benefits of such communication.

Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors' use of
the going concern basis of accounting and based on the
audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty
exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the group’s ability to continue as a
going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty
exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor's
report to the related disclosures in the consolidated and
separate annual financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up
to the date of our auditor's report. However, future
events or conditions may cause the group to cease to
continue as a going concern.

Chartered Accountants
Certified Auditor: Madhavan Venkatachary (Memb No: 20030049)
Certified Auditor of Public Interest Entity
Certificate No: CAP 0017 2017

Gaborone
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Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2017

Group
Figures in Pula
Assets
Non-Current Assets
Investment property
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Investments in subsidiary
Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Current tax receivable
Cash and cash equivalents

Note

Total Liabilities
Total Equity and Liabilities

2016

2017

2016

3
4
5
6

1 114 343 734
3 766 638
232 926
1 118 343 298

864 348 355
4 156 073
347 315
868 851 743

3 590 401
232 926
1 115 351 940
1 119 175 267

3 949 517
347 315
853 716 560
858 013 392

7

7 449 524
103 104 845
110 554 369
1 228 897 667

8 813 155
89 777
203 562 707
212 465 639
1 081 317 382

2 812 346
23 864 596
26 676 942
1 145 852 209

1 105 077
37 505 879
38 610 956
896 624 348

1 104 354 015
29 206 675
1 133 560 690

842 718 635
41 460 798
884 179 433

1 104 354 015
27 090 552
1 131 444 567

842 718 635
27 745 776
870 464 411

9

3 821 898

4 295 403

3 821 898

4 295 403

10
9

34 835 884
309 803
56 369 392
91 515 079
95 336 977
1 228 897 667

34 831 474
6 300
158 004 772
192 842 546
197 137 949
1 081 317 382

10 585 744
10 585 744
14 407 642
1 145 852 209

21 858 234
6 300
21 864 534
26 159 937
896 624 348

8

Total Assets
Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Capital grant
Accumulated surplus
Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Deferred income
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Deferred income
Current tax payable
Unspent Government grant

2017

Company

11
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Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income for the year ended 31 March 2017
Group
Figures in Pula
Revenue
Other operating income

Note

Depreciation and impairments expenses
Other operating expenses
Operating (deficit)/surplus
Finance income
Finance costs

Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive (deficit)/surplus for the
year

2016

39 255 368

35 228 498

39 255 368

13

2 512 456

5 288 278

6 260 831

7 950 471

(1 770 417)

(2 766 903)

(209 440)

(39 277)

14

(25 071 964)

(19 968 985)

(25 071 964)

(19 968 985)

14

(1 253 539)

(1 174 386)

(1 151 430)

(1 174 386)

14

(17 939 286)

(16 807 171)

(15 782 775)

(13 828 396)

14

(8 294 252)

3 826 201

(726 280)

12 194 795

15

2 675 735

4 437 325

71 056

33 356

16

-

(Deficit)/surplus before taxation

(Deficit)/surplus for the year

2017

35 228 498

Fair value adjustments

Taxation

2016

12

Other operating losses
Employee cost

2017

Company

17

(5 936)

-

(887)

(6 040 000)

170 000

-

-

(11 658 517)

8 427 590

(595 606)
(12 254 123)
-

8 427 590
-

(12 254 123)
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8 427 590

(655 224)
(655 224)
(655 224)

12 227 264
12 227 264
12 227 264
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Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2017
Figures in Pula

Capital grant

Accumulated Surplus

Total equity

Group (Consolidated)
Balance at 01 April 2015
Surplus for the year
Other comprehensive surplus
Total comprehensive income for the year
Capital grants during the year
Total changes recognised directly in equity
Balance at 01 April 2016
Deficit for the year
Other comprehensive surplus
Total comprehensive deficit for the year
Capital grants during the year
Total changes recognised directly in equity
Balance at 31 March 2017

637 969 376
204 749 259
204 749 259
842 718 635
261 635 380
261 635 380
1 104 354 015

33 033 208
8 427 590
8 427 590
41 460 798
(12 254 123)
(12 254 123)
29 206 675

671 002 584
8 427 590
8 427 590
204 749 259
204 749 259
884 179 433
(12 254 123)
(12 254 123)
261 635 380
261 635 380
1 133 560 690

Company (Botswana Innovation Hub)
Balance at 01 April 2015
Surplus for the year
Other comprehensive surplus
Total comprehensive surplus for the year
Capital grants during the year
Total changes recognised directly in equity
Balance at 01 April 2016
Deficit for the year
Other comprehensive surplus
Total comprehensive surplus for the year
Capital grants during the year
Total changes recognised directly in equity
Balance at 31 March 2017

637 969 376
204 749 259
204 749 259
842 718 635
261 635 380
261 635 380
1 104 354 015

15 518 512
12 227 264
12 227 264
27 745 776
(655 224)
(655 224)
27 090 552

653 487 888
12 227 264
12 227 264
204 749 259
204 749 259
870 464 411
(655 224)
(655 224)
261 635 380
261 635 380
1 131 444 567
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Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended 31 March 2017

Group
Figures in Pula
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash (used in) generated from operations
Finance income
Finance costs
Tax paid
Net cash from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Sale of property, plant and equipment
Additions to investment property
Sale of investment property
Purchase of other intangible assets
Movement in investments
Net cash from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Movement in unspent government grant
Capital grants received during the year
Net cash from financing activities
Total cash and cash equivalents movement
for the year
Total cash and cash equivalents at the beginning
of the year
Total cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

Note

2017

Company
2016

2017

2016

18

(6 516 728)
2 675 735
(196 026)
(4 037 019)

22 716 173
4 437 325
(5 936)
(378 739)
26 768 823

(12 756 875)
71 056
(12 685 819)

4
4
3
3
5

(961 624)
6 160
(261 635 379)
6 170 000
(256 420 843)

(2 678 953)
(204 749 258)
2 000 000
(162 258)
(205 590 469)

(961 624)
6 160
(261 635 379)
(262 590 843)

(2 449 441)
(162 258)
(204 749 258)
(207 360 957)

(101 635 380)
261 635 379
159 999 999

(14 749 259)
204 749 259
190 000 000

261 635 379
261 635 379

204 749 258
204 749 258

(100 457 863)

11 178 354

(13 641 283)

23 775 107

203 562 707
103 104 844

192 384 353
203 562 707

37 505 879
23 864 596

13 730 772
37 505 879

8
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26 354 337
33 356
(887)
26 386 806
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Accounting Policies
1.Significant accounting policies
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation
of these consolidated and separate consolidated annual
financial statements are set out below.
1.1 Basis of preparation
The consolidated and separate consolidated annual financial
statements have been prepared on the going concern basis in
accordance with, and in compliance with, International
Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS") and International
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee ("IFRIC")
interpretations issued and effective at the time of preparing
these consolidated annual financial statements.
The consolidated annual financial statements have been
prepared on the historic cost convention, unless otherwise
stated in the accounting policies which follow and
incorporate the principal accounting policies set out below.
They are presented in Pula, which is the group and
company's functional currency.
These accounting policies are consistent with the previous
period.
1.2 Consolidation
Basis of consolidation
The Group consolidated consolidated annual financial
statements incorporate the consolidated annual financial
statements of the company and its subsidiary. Subsidiaries
are entities (including structured entities) which are
controlled by the group.
The group has control of an entity when it is exposed to or
has rights to variable returns from involvement with the
entity and it has the ability to affect those returns through
use its power over the entity.
The results of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated
consolidated annual financial statements from the effective
date of acquisition to the effective date of disposal.

All inter-company transactions, balances, and unrealised
gains on transactions between group companies are
eliminated in full on consolidation. Unrealised losses are
also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of
an impairment of the asset transferred.

On acquisition, the acquiree's assets and liabilities are
reassessed in terms of classification and are reclassified where
the classification is inappropriate for group purposes. This
excludes lease agreements and insurance contracts, whose
classification remains as per their inception date.

Business combinations
The group accounts for business combinations using the
acquisition method of accounting. The cost of the business
combination is measured as the aggregate of the fair values
of assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed and equity
instruments issued. Costs directly attributable to the
business combination are expensed as incurred, except the
costs to issue debt which are amortised as part of the
effective interest and costs to issue equity which are
included in equity.

Non-controlling interests in the acquiree are measured on an
acquisition-by-acquisition basis either at fair value or at the
non- controlling interests' proportionate share in the recognised
amounts of the acquiree's identifiable net assets. This treatment
applies to non-controlling interests which are present
ownership interests, and entitle their holders to a proportionate
share of the entity's net assets in the event of liquidation. All
other components of non-controlling interests are measured at
their acquisition date fair values, unless another measurement
basis is required by IFRS's.

Any contingent consideration is included in the cost of the
business combination at fair value as at the date of
acquisition. Subsequent changes to the assets, liability or
equity which arise as a result of the contingent
consideration are not affected against goodwill, unless
they are valid measurement period adjustments.
Otherwise, all subsequent changes to the fair value of
contingent consideration that is deemed to be an asset or
liability is recognised in either profit or loss or in other
comprehensive income, in accordance with relevant IFRS's.
Contingent consideration that is classified as equity is not
remeasured, and its subsequent settlement is accounted for
within equity.

In cases where the group held a non-controlling shareholding in
the acquiree prior to obtaining control, that interest is measured
to fair value as at acquisition date. The measurement to fair
value is included in profit or loss for the year. Where the existing
shareholding was classified as an available-for-sale financial
asset, the cumulative fair value adjustments recognised
previously to other comprehensive income and accumulated in
equity are recognised in profit or loss as a reclassification
adjustment.

The acquiree's identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent
liabilities which meet the recognition conditions of IFRS 3
Business combinations are recognised at their fair values at
acquisition date, except for non-current assets (or disposal
groups) that are classified as held for sale in accordance
with IFRS 5 Non-current assets Held For Sale and
Discontinued Operations, which are recognised at fair
value less costs to sell.
Contingent liabilities are only included in the identifiable
assets and liabilities of the acquiree where there is a
present obligation at acquisition date.
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Goodwill is determined as the consideration paid, plus the fair
value of any shareholding held prior to obtaining control, plus
non- controlling interest and less the fair value of the
identifiable assets and liabilities of the acquiree. If, in the case of
a bargain purchase, the result of this formula is negative, then
the difference is recognised directly in profit or loss.
Goodwill is not amortised but is tested on an annual basis for
impairment. If goodwill is assessed to be impaired, that
impairment is not subsequently reversed.
Goodwill arising on acquisition of foreign entities is considered
an asset of the foreign entity. In such cases the goodwill is
translated to the functional currency of the group at the end of
each reporting period with the adjustment recognised in equity
through to other comprehensive income.
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Accounting Policies
1.3 Significant judgements and sources of estimation
uncertainty
The preparation of consolidated annual financial
statements in conformity with IFRS requires
management, from time to time, to make judgements,
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of
policies and reported amounts of assets, liabilities,
income and expenses. These estimates and associated
assumptions are based on experience and various other
factors that are believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances. Actual results may differ from these
estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions are
reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the
estimates are revised and in any future periods affected.
Key sources of estimation uncertainty
Trade receivables
The group assesses its trade receivables for impairment
at the end of each reporting period. In determining
whether an impairment loss should be recorded in profit
or loss, the group makes judgements as to whether there
is observable data indicating a measurable decrease in
the estimated future cash flows from the financial asset.
The impairment (or loss allowance) for trade receivables
is calculated on a portfolio basis, except for individually
significant trade receivables which are assessed
separately. The impairment test on the portfolio is based
on historical loss ratios, adjusted for national and
industry-specific economic conditions and other
indicators present at the reporting date that correlate
with defaults on the portfolio. These annual loss ratios
are applied to loan balances in the portfolio and scaled
to the estimated loss emergence period.
Fair value estimation
Several assets and liabilities of the group are either
measured at fair value or disclosure is made of their fair
values.

The carrying value less impairment provision of trade receivables
and payables are assumed to approximate their fair values. The
fair value of financial liabilities for disclosure purposes is
estimated by discounting the future contractual cash flows at the
current market interest rate that is available to the group for
similar financial instruments.
The fair value of investment property is determined using the
"hope value'/comparable basis and the planning use for the
mixed use developments. Hope vale being an element of open
Market Value of a property in excess of the current use value,
reflecting the value of some more valuable future use or
development. Its takes into account of the uncertain nature or
extent of such prospects, including the time which would elapse
before one could expect any relevant constraints overcome, so
as to enable the more valuable use to be implemented.
Impairment testing
The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units and individual
assets have been determined based on the higher of value-in-use
calculations and fair values less costs to sell. These calculations
require the use of estimates and assumptions. It is reasonably
possible that the assumption may change which may then impact
our estimations and may then require a material adjustment to
the carrying value of assets.
The group reviews and tests the carrying value of assets when
events or changes in circumstances suggest that the carrying
amount may not be recoverable. When such indicators exist,
management determine the recoverable amount by performing
value in use and fair value calculations. These calculations
require the use of estimates and assumptions. When it is not
possible to determine the recoverable amount for an individual
asset, management assesses the recoverable amount for the cash
generating unit to which the asset belongs
Useful lives of property, plant and equipment
Management assess the appropriateness of the useful lives of
property, plant and equipment at the end of each reporting
period. The useful lives of motor vehicles, furniture and computer
equipment are determined based on group replacement policies
for the various assets. Individual assets within these classes,
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which have a significant carrying amount are assessed separately to
consider whether replacement will be necessary outside of normal
replacement parameters. The useful life of manufacturing
equipment is assessed annually based on factors including wear and
tear, technological obsolescence and usage requirements.
When the estimated useful life of an asset differs from previous
estimates, the change is applied prospectively in the determination
of the depreciation charge.
Provisions
Provisions are inherently based on assumptions and estimates using
the best information available.
Taxation
Judgement is required in determining the provision for income taxes
due to the complexity of legislation. There are many transactions
and calculations for which the ultimate tax determination is
uncertain during the ordinary course of business. The group
recognises liabilities for anticipated tax audit issues based on
estimates of whether additional taxes will be due. Where the final
tax outcome of these matters is different from the amounts that
were initially recorded, such differences will impact the income tax
and deferred tax provisions in the period in which such
determination is made.
The group recognises the net future tax benefit related to deferred
income tax assets to the extent that it is probable that the
deductible temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable
future. Assessing the recoverability of deferred income tax assets
requires the group to make significant estimates related to
expectations of future taxable income. Estimates of future taxable
income are based on forecast cash flows from operations and the
application of existing tax laws. To the extent that future cash flows
and taxable income differ significantly from estimates, the ability of
the group to realise the net deferred tax assets recorded at the end
of the reporting period could be impacted.
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1.3 Significant judgements and sources of estimation
uncertainty (continued)
Contingent liabilities
Management applies its judgement to facts and advice it
receives from its attorneys, advocates and other advisors in
assessing if an obligation is probable, more likely than not, or
remote. This judgement application is used to determine if
the obligation is recognised as a liability or disclosed as a
contingent liability.
1.4 Investment property
Investment property is recognised as an asset when, and only
when, it is probable that the future economic benefits that
are associated with the investment property will flow to the
enterprise, and the cost of the investment property can be
measured reliably.
Investment property is initially recognised at cost.
Transaction costs are included in the initial measurement.
Costs include costs incurred initially and costs incurred
subsequently to add to, or to replace a part of, or service a
property. If a replacement part is recognised in the carrying
amount of the investment property, the carrying amount of
the replaced part is derecognised.
Investment property is a property held to earn rentals and/or
for capital appreciation, and are accounted for using the fair
value model.
Investment property is revalued annually and are included in
the statement of financial position at their open market
values. These values are supported by market evidence and
are determined by external professional valuers with
sufficient experience with respect to both the location and
the nature of the investment property.
Any gain or loss resulting from either a change in the fair
value or the sale of investment property is immediately
recognised in profit or loss within change in the fair value of
the investment property.

Rental income and operating expenses from investment
property are reported within revenue and other expenses
respectively, and are recognised in the statement of
comprehensive income.
Fair value
Subsequent to initial measurement investment property is
measured at fair value.
A gain or loss arising from a change in fair value is included in
net profit or loss for the period in which it arises.Investment
property under construction to the extent where fair value is
not determinable is valued at cost in accordance with IAS
40 Investment property.

Depreciation of an asset commences when the asset is available for
use as intended by management. Depreciation is charged to write
off the asset's carrying amount over its estimated useful life to its
estimated residual value, using a method that best reflects
the pattern in which the asset's economic benefits are consumed by
the group. Leased assets are depreciated in a consistent manner
over the shorter of their expected useful lives and the lease term.
Depreciation is not charged to an asset if its estimated residual
value exceeds or is equal to its carrying amount. Depreciation of an
asset ceases at the earlier of the date that the asset is classified
as held for sale or derecognised.
The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been
assessed as follows:

1.5 Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are tangible assets which the
group holds for its own use or for rental to others and which
are expected to be used for more than one year.
An item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an
asset when it is probable that future economic benefits
associated with the item will flow to the group, and the cost
of the item can be measured reliably.
Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost.
Cost includes all of the expenditure which is directly
attributable to the acquisition or construction of the asset,
including the capitalisation of borrowing costs on qualifying
assets and adjustments in respect of hedge accounting,
where appropriate.
Expenditure incurred subsequently for major services,
additions to or replacements of parts of property, plant and
equipment are capitalised if it is probable that future
economic benefits associated with the expenditure will flow
to the group and the cost can be measured reliably. Day to
day servicing costs are included in profit or loss in the year in
which they are incurred.
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Item

Depreciation method Average useful life

Leasehold improvement
Plant and machinery
Furniture and fixtures
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
IT equipment

Straight line
Straight line
Straight line
Straight line
Straight line
Straight line

Over the lease period
10 years
3-10 years
3-4 years
10 years
3-4 years
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1.5 Property, Plant & Equipment (continued)
The residual value, useful life and depreciation method of
each asset are reviewed at the end of each reporting year.
If the expectations differ from previous estimates, the
change is accounted for prospectively as a change in
accounting estimate.
Each part of an item of property, plant and equipment with
a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the
item is depreciated separately.
The depreciation charge for each year is recognised in
profit or loss unless it is included in the carrying amount of
another asset. Impairment tests are performed on property,
plant and equipment when there is an indicator that they
may be impaired. When the carrying amount of an item of
property, plant and equipment is assessed to be higher than
the estimated recoverable amount, an impairment loss is
recognised immediately in profit or loss to bring the
carrying amount in line with the recoverable amount.
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised
upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are
expected from its continued use or disposal. Any gain or
loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property,
plant and equipment, determined as the difference
between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying
amount of the item, is included in profit or loss when the
item is derecognised.
1.6 Intangible assets
An intangible asset is recognised when:

An intangible asset arising from development (or from the
development phase of an internal project) is recognised when:
it is technically feasible to complete the asset so that it will be
available for use or sale.
there is an intention to complete and use or sell it.
there is an ability to use or sell it.
it will generate probable future economic benefits.
there are available technical, financial and other resources to
complete the development and to use or sell the asset.
the expenditure attributable to the asset during its
development can be measured reliably.
The amortisation period and the amortisation method for
intangible assets are reviewed every period-end. Amortisation is
provided to write down the intangible assets, on a straight line
basis, to their residual values as follows:
Item
Website development cost

Useful life
3 years

1.7 Investments in subsidiaries
Investments in subsidiaries are carried at cost less any
accumulated impairment losses. This excludes investments which
are held for sale and are consequently accounted for in
accordance with IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for Sale and
Discontinued Operations.

it is probable that the expected future economic
benefits that are attributable to the asset will flow to
the entity; and

1.8 Financial instruments
Classification

the cost of the asset can be measured reliably.

The group classifies financial assets and financial liabilities into
the following categories:

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.
Expenditure on research (or on the research phase of an
internal project) is recognised as an expense when it is
incurred.

Loans and receivables
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost
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Classification depends on the purpose for which the financial
instruments were obtained / incurred and takes place at initial
recognition. Classification is re-assessed on an annual basis.
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial instruments are recognised initially when the group
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the
instruments.
The group classifies financial instruments, or their component
parts, on initial recognition as a financial asset, a financial
liability or an equity instrument in accordance with the
substance of the contractual arrangement.
Subsequent measurement
Loans and receivables are subsequently measured at
amortised cost, using the effective interest method, less
accumulated impairment losses.
Financial liabilities at amortised cost are subsequently
measured at amortised cost, using the effective interest
method.
Derecognition
Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive
cash flows from the investments have expired or have been
transferred and the group has transferred substantially all
risks and rewards of ownership.
Financial liabilities are derecognised when, and only when the
obligations are discharged, cancelled or they expire.
Impairment of financial assets
At each reporting date the group assesses all financial assets,
other than those at fair value through profit or loss, to
determine whether there is objective evidence that a financial
asset or group of financial assets has been impaired.
For amounts due to the group, significant financial difficulties
of the debtor, probability that the debtor will enter
bankruptcy and default of payments are all considered
indicators of impairment.
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1.8 Financial instruments (Continued)
Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss.
Reversals of impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss
except for equity investments classified as available-for-sale.
Impairment losses are also not subsequently reversed for
available-for-sale equity investments which are held at cost
because fair value was not determinable.
Where financial assets are impaired through use of an
allowance account, the amount of the loss is recognised in
profit or loss within operating expenses. When such assets are
written off, the write off is made against the relevant
allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of amounts
previously written off are credited against operating expenses.
Loans to (from) group companies
These include loans to and from related companies and are
recognised initially at fair value plus direct transaction costs.
Loans to group companies are classified as loans and
receivables.
Loans from group companies are classified as financial
liabilities measured at amortised cost.
Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables are measured at initial recognition at fair
value, and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest rate method. Appropriate allowances for
estimated irrecoverable amounts are recognised in profit or loss
when there is objective evidence that the asset is impaired.
Significant financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that
the debtor will enter bankruptcy or financial reorganisation,
and default or delinquency in payments (more than 30 days
overdue) are considered indicators that the trade receivable is
impaired. The allowance recognised is measured as the
difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present
value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective
interest rate computed at initial recognition.
The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of
an allowance account, and the amount of the loss is recognised
in profit or loss within operating expenses. When a trade
receivable is uncollectable, it is written off against the
allowance account for trade receivables. Subsequent recoveries
of amounts previously written off are credited against operating
expenses in profit or loss.

Trade and other receivables are classified as loans and
receivables.
Trade and other payables
Trade payables are initially measured at fair value, and are
subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective
interest rate method.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and demand
deposits, and other short-term highly liquid investments that
are readily convertible to a known amount of cash and are
subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value. These are
initially and subsequently recorded at fair value.

A deferred tax asset is recognised for the carry forward of
unused tax losses to the extent that it is probable that future
taxable profit will be available against which the unused tax
losses can be utilised.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates
that are expected to apply to the period when the asset is
realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax
laws) that have been enacted by the end of the reporting period.
Tax expenses
Current and deferred taxes are recognised as income or an
expense and included in profit or loss for the period, except to
the extent that the tax arises from:

1.9 Tax
Current tax assets and liabilities
Current tax for current and prior periods is, to the extent unpaid,
recognised as a liability. If the amount already paid in respect of
current and prior periods exceeds the amount due for those
periods, the excess is recognised as an asset.
Current tax liabilities (assets) for the current and prior periods
are measured at the amount expected to be paid to (recovered
from) the tax authorities, using the tax rates (and tax laws) that
have been enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the
reporting period.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities
A deferred tax liability is recognised for all taxable temporary
differences, except to the extent that the deferred tax liability
arises from the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a
transaction which at the time of the transaction, affects neither
accounting profit nor taxable profit (tax loss).
A deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible temporary
differences to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit
will be available against which the deductible temporary
difference can be utilised. A deferred tax asset is not recognised
when it arises from the initial recognition of an asset or liability
in a transaction at the time of the transaction, affects neither
accounting profit nor taxable profit (tax loss).
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a transaction or event which is recognised, in the same or a
....different period, to other comprehensive income, or
a business combination.
Current tax and deferred taxes are charged or credited to other
comprehensive income if the tax relates to items that are
credited or charged, in the same or a different period, to other
comprehensive income.
Current tax and deferred taxes are charged or credited directly
to equity if the tax relates to items that are credited or charged,
in the same or a different period, directly in equity.
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1.10 Leases
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially
all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. A lease is
classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer
substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.
Operating leases - lessor
Operating lease income is recognised as an income on a
straight-line basis over the lease term.
Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging
operating leases are added to the carrying amount of the leased
asset and recognised as an expense over the lease term on the
same basis as the lease income.
Income for leases is disclosed under revenue in profit or loss.
Operating leases – lessee
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a
straight-line basis over the lease term. The difference between
the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual
payments are recognised as an operating lease asset. This liability
is not discounted.
Any contingent rents are expensed in the period they are
incurred.
1.11 Impairment of assets
The group assesses at each end of the reporting period whether
there is any indication that an asset may be impaired. If any such
indication exists, the group estimates the recoverable amount of
the asset.
Irrespective of whether there is any indication of impairment, the
group also:

tests intangible assets with an indefinite useful
life or intangible assets not yet available for use
for impairment annually by comparing its
carrying amount with its recoverable amount.
This impairment test is performed during the
annual period and at the same time every
period.
tests goodwill acquired in a business
combination for impairment annually.
If there is any indication that an asset may be impaired,
the recoverable amount is estimated for the individual
asset. If it is not possible to estimate the recoverable
amount of the individual asset, the recoverable
amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset
belongs is determined.
The recoverable amount of an asset or a
cash-generating unit is the higher of its fair value less
costs to sell and its value in use.
If the recoverable amount of an asset is less than its
carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset is
reduced to its recoverable amount. That reduction is
an impairment loss.
An impairment loss of assets carried at cost less any
accumulated depreciation or amortisation is
recognised immediately in profit or loss. Any
impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated as a
revaluation decrease.
An entity assesses at each reporting date whether
there is any indication that an impairment loss
recognised in prior periods for assets other than
goodwill may no longer exist or may have decreased. If
any such indication exists, the recoverable amounts of
those assets are estimated.
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The increased carrying amount of an asset other than goodwill
attributable to a reversal of an impairment loss does not exceed
the carrying amount that would have been determined had no
impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior periods.
A reversal of an impairment loss of assets carried at cost less
accumulated depreciation or amortisation other than goodwill is
recognised immediately in profit or loss. Any reversal of an
impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated as a revaluation
increase.
1.12 Stated capital and equity
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual
interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities.
1.13 Employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
The cost of short-term employee benefits, (those payable within 12
months after the service is rendered, such as paid vacation leave
and sick leave, staff performance incentive, and non-monetary
benefits such as medical care), are recognised in the period in
which the service is rendered and are not discounted.
The expected cost of compensated absences is recognised as an
expense as the employees render services that increase their
entitlement or, in the case of non-accumulating absences, when
the absence occurs.
The expected cost of profit sharing and staff performance incentive
payments are recognised as an expense when there is a legal or
constructive obligation to make such payments as a result of past
performance.
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1.14 Provisions and contingencies
Provisions are recognised when:
the group has a present obligation as a result of a past
event;
it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying
economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation;
and
a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.
The amount of a provision is the present value of the
expenditure expected to be required to settle the obligation.
Where some or all of the expenditure required to settle a
provision is expected to be reimbursed by another party, the
reimbursement shall be recognised when, and only when, it is
virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if the
entity settles the obligation. The reimbursement shall be treated
as a separate asset. The amount recognised for the
reimbursement shall not exceed the amount of the provision.
Provisions are not recognised for future operating losses.
If an entity has a contract that is onerous, the present obligation
under the contract shall be recognised and measured as a
provision.
A constructive obligation to restructure arises only when an
entity:
has a detailed formal plan for the restructuring, identifying at
least:
the business or part of a business concerned;
the principal locations affected;
the location, function, and approximate number of
.................employees who will be compensated for
.................terminating their services;
the expenditures that will be undertaken; and
when the plan will be implemented; and
has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will
carry out the restructuring by starting to implement that plan
or announcing its main features to those affected by it.

After their initial recognition contingent liabilities
recognised in business combinations that are recognised
separately are subsequently measured at the higher of:
...the amount that would be recognised as a.provision;
....and
the amount initially recognised less cumulative
.....amortisation.
Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not
recognised. Contingencies are disclosed in note 24.
1.15 Government grants
Government grants are recognised when there is
reasonable assurance that:
...the group will comply with the conditions attaching
...to them; and
the grants will be received.
Government grants are recognised as income over the
periods necessary to match them with the related costs
that they are intended to compensate.

Grants related to income are presented as a credit in the profit
or loss (separately).
Repayment of a grant related to income is applied first
against any un-amortised deferred credit set up in respect of
the grant. To the extent that the repayment exceeds any
such deferred credit, or where no deferred credit exists, the
repayment is recognised immediately as an expense.
Repayment of a grant related to an asset is recorded by
increasing the carrying amount of the asset or reducing the
deferred income balance by the amount repayable. The
cumulative additional depreciation that would have been
recognised to date as an expense in the absence of the grant
is recognised immediately as an expense.
1.16 Revenue
When the outcome of a transaction involving the rendering
of services can be estimated reliably, revenue associated
with the transaction is recognised by reference to the stage
of completion of the transaction at the end of the reporting
period. The outcome of a transaction can be estimated
reliably when all the following conditions are satisfied:
the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;

A government grant that becomes receivable as
compensation for expenses or losses already incurred or
for the purpose of giving immediate financial support to
the entity with no future related costs is recognised as
income of the period in which it becomes receivable.

it is probable that the economic benefits associated
with the transaction will flow to the group;

Government grants related to assets, including
non-monetary grants at fair value, are presented in the
statement of financial position by setting up the grant as
deferred income or by deducting the grant in arriving at
the carrying amount of the asset.

the costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to
complete the transaction can be measured reliably.

Grants from the government for the establishment of
Hub and the infrastructure development of the Icon
building are considered as Capital Grant under equity as
they represent the Government’s investments in the
Hub.
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the stage of completion of the transaction at the end
of the reporting period can be measured reliably; and

Rental income from operating leases is recognised in income
on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
1.17 Finance income
Interest income is recognised on a time proportion basis,
taking account of the principal outstanding and effective
interest rate over the period.
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1.18 Translation of foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions
A foreign currency transaction is recorded, on initial recognition in
Pulas, by applying to the foreign currency amount the spot
exchange rate between the functional currency and the foreign
currency at the date of the transaction.
At the end of the reporting period:
foreign currency monetary items are translated using
.................the closing rate;

Cash flows arising from transactions in a foreign currency are
recorded in Pula by applying to the foreign currency amount
the exchange rate between the Pula and the foreign
currency at the date of the cash flow.
1.19 Finance income
Interest income is recognised on a time proportion basis,
taking account of the principal outstanding and effective
interest rate over the period.

non-monetary items that are measured in terms of
.................historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using
.................the exchange rate at the date of the transaction; and
non-monetary items that are measured at fair value in a
.................foreign currency are translated using the exchange
.................rates at the date when the fair value was determined.
Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items
or on translating monetary items at rates different from those at
which they were translated on initial recognition during the period
or in previous consolidated annual financial statements are
recognised in profit or loss in the period in which they arise.
When a gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised to other
comprehensive income and accumulated in equity, any exchange
component of that gain or loss is recognised to other
comprehensive income and accumulated in equity. When a gain or
loss on a non-monetary item is recognised in profit or loss, any
exchange component of that gain or loss is recognised in profit or
loss.
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Notes to the Consolidated Annual Financial Statements
2. New Standards and Interpretations
2.1 Standards and interpretations effective and adopted in the
current year

The effective date of the group is for years beginning on or
after 01 January 2016.

In the current year, the group has adopted the following standards
and interpretations that are effective for the current financial year
and that are relevant to its operations:

The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2017 consolidated annual financial statements.

Amendment to IFRS 7: Financial Instruments: Disclosures: Annual
Improvements project
The amendment provides additional guidance regarding transfers
with continuing involvement. Specifically, it provides that cash
flows excludes cash collected which must be remitted to a
transferee. It also provides that when an entity transfers a financial
asset but retains the right to service the asset for a fee, that the
entity should apply the existing guidance to consider whether it has
continuing involvement in the asset.
The effective date of the group is for years beginning on or after 01
January 2016.
The group has adopted the amendment for the first time in the
2017 consolidated annual financial statements. The impact of the
amendment is not material.
The impact of the amendment is not material.
Disclosure Initiative: Amendment to IAS 1: Presentation of
Financial Statements
The amendment provides new requirements when an entity
presents subtotals in addition to those required by IAS 1 in its
consolidated annual financial statements. It also provides amended
guidance concerning the order of presentation of the notes in the
consolidated annual financial statements, as well as guidance for
identifying which accounting policies should be included. It further
clarifies that an entity's share of comprehensive income of an
associate or joint venture under the equity method shall be
presented separately into its share of items that a) will not be
reclassified subsequently to profit or loss and b) that will be
reclassified subsequently to profit or loss.

The impact of the amendment is not material.
2.2 Standards and interpretations not yet effective
The group has chosen not to early adopt the following
standards and interpretations, which have been published and
are mandatory for the group’s accounting periods beginning on
or after 01 April 2017 or later periods:
IFRS 16 Leases
IFRS 16 Leases is a new standard which replaces IAS 17 Leases,
and introduces a single lessee accounting model. The main
changes arising from the issue of IFRS 16 which are likely to
impact the group are as follows:
Group as lessee:
Lessees are required to recognise a right-of-use asset and a
lease liability for all leases, except short term leases or
leases where the underlying asset has a low value, which
are expensed on a straight line or other systematic basis.
The cost of the right-of-use asset includes, where
appropriate, the initial amount of the lease liability; lease
payments made prior to commencement of the lease less
incentives received; initial direct costs of the lessee; and an
estimate for any provision for dismantling, restoration and
removal related to the underlying asset.
The lease liability takes into consideration, where
appropriate, fixed and variable lease payments; residual
value guarantees to be made by the lessee; exercise price
of purchase options; and payments of penalties for
terminating the lease.
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The right-of-use asset is subsequently measured on the cost
model at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment
and adjusted for any re-measurement of the lease liability.
However, right-of-use assets are measured at fair value when
they meet the definition of investment property and all other
investment property is accounted for on the fair value model. If
a right-of-use asset relates to a class of property, plant and
equipment which is measured on the revaluation model, then
that right-of-use asset may be measured on the revaluation
model.
The lease liability is subsequently increased by interest,
reduced by lease payments and re-measured for reassessments
or modifications.
Re-measurements of lease liabilities are affected against
right-of-use assets, unless the assets have been reduced to nil,
in which case further adjustments are recognised in profit or
loss.
The lease liability is re-measured by discounting revised
payments at a revised rate when there is a change in the
leaseterm or a change in the assessment of an option to
purchase the underlying asset.
The lease liability is re-measured by discounting revised lease
payments at the original discount rate when there is achange in
the amounts expected to be paid in a residual value guarantee
or when there is a change in future payments because of a
change in index or rate used to determine those payments.
Certain lease modifications are accounted for as separate
leases. When lease modifications which decrease the scope of
the lease are not required to be accounted for as separate
leases, then the lessee re-measures the lease liability by
decreasing the carrying amount of the right of lease asset to
reflect the full or partial termination of the lease.
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2.2 Standards and interpretations not yet effective (Continued)
Any gain or loss relating to the full or partial termination of the lease
is recognised in profit or loss. For all other lease modifications which
are not required to be accounted for as separate leases, the lessee
re-measures the lease liability by making a corresponding adjustment
to the right-of-use asset.
Right-of-use assets and lease liabilities should be presented
separately from other assets and liabilities. If not, then the line item
in which they are included must be disclosed. This does not apply to
right-of-use assets meeting the definition of investment property
which must be presented within investment property. IFRS 16
contains different disclosure requirements compared to IAS 17
leases.
Group as lessor:
Accounting for leases by lessors remains similar to the provisions
of IAS 17 in that leases are classified as either finance leases or
operating leases. Lease classification is reassessed only if there has
been a modification.
A modification is required to be accounted for as a separate lease
if it both increases the scope of the lease by adding the right to use
one or more underlying assets; and the increase in consideration is
commensurate to the stand alone price of the increase in scope.
If a finance lease is modified, and the modification would not
qualify as a separate lease, but the lease would have been an
operating lease if the modification was in effect from inception,
then the modification is accounted for as a separate lease. In
addition, the carrying amount of the underlying asset shall be
measured as the net investment in the lease immediately before
the effective date of the modification. IFRS 9 is applied to all other
modifications not required to be treated as a separate lease.
Modifications to operating leases are required to be accounted for
as new leases from the effective date of the modification. Changes
have also been made to the disclosure requirements of leases in
the lessor's financial statements.
Sale and leaseback transactions:

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
If the transfer meets the requirements to be
recognised as a sale, the seller-lessee must measure
the new right-of-use asset at the proportion of the
previous carrying amount of the asset that relates to
the right-of-use retained. The buyer- lessor accounts
for the purchase by applying applicable standards and
for the lease by applying IFRS 16
If the fair value of consideration for the sale is not
equal to the fair value of the asset, then IFRS 16
requires adjustments to be made to the sale proceeds.
When the transfer of the asset is not a sale, then the
seller-lessee continues to recognise the transferred
asset and recognises a financial liability equal to the
transfer proceeds. The buyer-lessor recognises a
financial asset equal to the transfer proceeds.
The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on
or after 01 January 2019.
The group expects to adopt the standard for the first time
in the 2020 consolidated annual financial statements.
The impact of this standard is currently being assessed.
Amendments to IFRS 15: Clarifications to IFRS 15
Revenue from Contracts with Customers
The amendment provides clarification and further
guidance regarding certain issues in IFRS 15. These items
include guidance in assessing whether promises to transfer
goods or services are separately identifiable; guidance
regarding agent versus principal considerations; and
guidance regarding licenses and royalties.
The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning
on or after 01 January 2018.
The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first
time in the 2019 consolidated annual financial statements.
The impact of this amendment is currently being assessed.

In the event of a sale and leaseback transaction, the requirements
of IFRS 15 are applied to consider whether a performance
obligation is satisfied to determine whether the transfer of the
asset is accounted for as the sale of an asset.
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IFRS 9 issued in November 2009 introduced new requirements
for the classification and measurements of financial assets.
IFRS 9 was subsequently amended in October 2010 to include
requirements for the classification and measurement of
financial liabilities and for derecognition, and in November
2013 to include the new requirements for general hedge
accounting. Another revised version of IFRS 9 was issued in July
2014 mainly to include a)impairment requirements for
financial assets and b) limited amendments to the classification
and measurement requirements by introducing a "fair value
through other comprehensive income" (FVTOCI) measurement
category for certain simple debt instruments.
Key requirements of IFRS 9:
All recognised financial assets that are within the scope of IAS
39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement are
required to be subsequently measured at amortised cost or fair
value. Specifically, debt investments that are held within a
business model whose objective is to collect the contractual
cash flows, and that have contractual cash flows that are
solely payments of principal and interest on the outstanding
principal are generally measured at amortised cost at the end
of subsequent reporting periods. Debt instruments that are
held within a business model whose objective is achieved by
both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial
assets, and that have contractual terms of the financial asset
give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely
payments of principal and interest on outstanding principal,
are measured at FVTOCI. All other debt and equity investments
are measured at fair value at the end of subsequent reporting
periods. In addition, under IFRS 9, entities may make an
irrevocable election to present subsequent changes in the fair
value of an equity investment (that is not held for trading) in
other comprehensive income with only dividend income
generally recognised in profit or loss.
With regard to the measurement of financial liabilities
designated as at fair value through profit or loss, IFRS 9
requires that the amount of change in the fair value of the
financial liability that is attributable to changes in the credit
risk of the liability is presented in other comprehensive income,
unless the recognition of the effect of the changes of the
liability's credit risk in other comprehensive income would
create or enlarge an accounting mismatch in profit or loss.
Under IAS 39, the entire amount of the change in fair value of
a financial liability designated as at fair value through profit or
loss is presented in profit or loss.
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IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (Continued)
In relation to the impairment of financial assets, IFRS 9 requires an
expected credit loss model, as opposed to an incurred credit loss
model under IAS 39. The expected credit loss model requires an
entity to account for expected credit losses and changes in those
expected credit losses at each reporting date to reflect changes in
credit risk since initial recognition. It is therefore no longer
necessary for a credit event to have occurred before credit losses
are recognised.

Determine the transaction price
Allocate the transaction price to the
.................performance obligations in the contract
Recognise revenue when (or as) the entity
................. satisfies a performance obligation.

The new general hedge accounting requirements retain the three
types of hedge accounting mechanisms currently available in IAS
39. Under IFRS 9, greater flexibility has been introduced to the types
of transactions eligible for hedge accounting, specifically
broadening the types of instruments that qualify for hedging
instruments and the types of risk components of non-financial
items that are eligible for hedge accounting. In addition, the
effectiveness test has been replaced with the principal of an
"economic relationship". Retrospective assessment of hedge
effectiveness is also no longer required. Enhanced disclosure
requirements about an entity's risk management activities have
also been introduced.

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on
or after 01 January 2018.

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or after
01 January 2018.
The group expects to adopt the standard for the first time in the
2019 consolidated annual financial statements.
The impact of this standard is currently being assessed.
IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers

IFRS 15 also
requirements.

includes

extensive

new

disclosure

The group expects to adopt the standard for the first time
in the 2019 consolidated annual financial statements.
The impact of this standard is currently being assessed.
Amendments to IAS 7: Disclosure initiative
The amendment requires entities to provide additional
disclosures for changes in liabilities arising from financing
activities. Specifically, entities are now required to provide
disclosure of the following changes in liabilities arising
from financing activities:
changes from financing cash flows;
.................changes arising from obtaining or losing control
.................of subsidiaries or other businesses;
................the effect of changes in foreign exchanges;
................changes in fair values; and
...............other changes.

IFRS 15 supersedes IAS 11 Construction contracts; IAS 18 Revenue;
IFRIC 13 Customer Loyalty Programmes; IFRIC 15 Agreements for
the construction of Real Estate; IFRIC 18 Transfers of Assets from
Customers and SIC 31 Revenue - Barter Transactions Involving
Advertising Services.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning
on or after 01 January 2017.

The core principle of IFRS 15 is that an entity recognises revenue to
depict the transfer of promised goods or services to customers in an
amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects
to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. An entity
recognises revenue in accordance with that core principle by
applying the following steps:

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact
on the group’s consolidated annual financial statements.

Identify the contract(s) with a customer
Identify the performance obligations in the
.................contract

The group expects to adopt the amendment for the first time
in the 2018 consolidated annual financial statements.

IFRIC 22 Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance
Consideration
IFRIC 22 clarifies the accounting for transactions that
include the receipt or payment of advance consideration in
a foreign currency. The Interpretation covers foreign
currency transactions when an entity recognises a
non-monetary asset or non-monetary
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liability arising from the payment or receipt of advance
consideration before the entity recognises the related
asset, expense or income. It does not apply when an
entity measures the related asset, expense or income on
initial recognition at fair value or at the fair value of the
consideration received or paid at a date other than the
date of initial recognition of the non-monetary asset or
non- monetary liability. Also, the Interpretation need not
be applied to income taxes, insurance contracts or
reinsurance contracts.
The date of the transaction, for the purpose of
determining the exchange rate, is the date of initial
recognition of the non-monetary prepayment asset or
deferred income liability.
If there are multiple payments or receipts in advance, a
date of transaction is established for each payment or
receipt. Earlier application is permitted. On initial
application, entities apply the interpretation either:
retrospectively in accordance with IAS 8 Accounting
Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors;
prospectively to all foreign currency assets, expenses and
income in the scope of the interpretation initially
recognised on or after the beginning of the reporting
period an entity first applies the interpretation in or the
beginning of a prior reporting period presented as
comparative information.
The effective date of the interpretation is for years
beginning on or after 01 January 2018.
The group expects to adopt the interpretation for the
first time in the 2019 consolidated annual financial
statements.
It is unlikely that the interpretation will have a material
impact on the company's consolidated annual financial
statements.
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3.Investment property
Group

2017
Valuation

Investment property

1 114 343 734

Accumulated
depreciation
-

Carrying value

Valuation

1 114 343 734

864 348 355

Opening balance

Additions

864 348 355

261 635 379

2016
Accumulated
depreciation
-

Carrying value
864 348 355

Reconciliation of investment property - Group - 2017
Investment property

Disposals

Fair value adjustments

(5 600 000)

(6 040 000)

Total
1 114 343 734

Reconciliation of investment property - Group - 2016
Investment property

Opening balance
665 173 021

Additions
204 749 258

Disposals
(5 650 000)

Transfers
(93 924)

Fair value adjustments
170 000

Total
864 348 355

Details of property
Lot 69184
Fair value of land
Construction work in progress at the beginning of the year
Construction work in progress added during the year

Lot 70300
Fair value of land

339 180 000
342 528 355
261 635 379
943 343 734

350 820 000
137 779 097
204 749 258
693 348 355

-

-

171 000 000

171 000 000

-

-

1 114 343 734

864 348 355

-

-

The properties are situated on Lot 69184 and Lot 70300 comprising of land 56.9059 ha and 35.7948 ha respectively and are held under a deed of Fixed State Grant in favour of the
company for 50 year lease commencing on 21 September 2010 and 02 August 2012 respectively.
Property located on Lot 69184 is currently in the construction stage. The entity is in the process of constructing Botswana Innovation Hub iconic building on one of the plots location
Lot 69184, expenditure incurred towards the construction of the building is treated at cost inline with IAS 40 Investment property on fair value of plot at the current state of construction
cannot be assessed reliably.
The fair value of investment property under construction is not determinable and is measured at cost until the earlier of the date it becomes determinable or construction is complete.
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3.Investment property (continued)
Details of valuation
The valuations were carried-out only on the land owned by the entity. The effective
date of the valuations was 31 July 2017. The management have assessed the value
to the same as at balance sheet date since there has been no change to either the
properties or the economic scenario in the country from the balance sheet date and
date of valuation. Valuations were performed by an independent valuer, Benedict
Kgosilentswe (BSc (Hons) MRICS MREIB), of Ribbery (Proprietary) Limited. Benedict
Kgosilentswe and Ribbery (Proprietary) Limited are not connected to the group and
have recent experience in location and category of the investment property being
valued.

For investment property, totaling P 510 180 000 (2016: P 521 820 000), the
valuation was determined using the "hope value' basis and the planning use
for the mixed use developments. Hope value being an element of:
- open Market Value of a property in excess of the current use value,
- it reflecting the value of some more valuable future use or development.
- its takes into account of the uncertain nature or extent of such prospects,
- including the time which would elapse before one could expect any relevant
constraints overcome, so as to enable the more valuable use to be
implemented.
The above valuation does not include the development costs incurred.
Refer to note 23 for IFRS 13 disclosure for investment properties valued at fair
value.
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4.Property, plant and equipment
Group
Cost
Plant and machinery
Furniture and fixtures
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
IT equipment
Leasehold improvements
Total
Company

Plant and machinery
Furniture and fixtures
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
IT equipment
Leasehold improvements
Total

568 750
2 120 297
1 014 208
180 517
3 440 264
740 271
8 064 307
Cost
568 750
1 939 909
1 014 208
180 517
3 391 140
740 271
7 834 795

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - Group - 2017
Opening balance
Plant and machinery
Furniture and fixtures
1 692 371
Motor vehicles
475 902
Office equipment
135 789
IT equipment
1 852 011
Total
4 156 073
Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - Group - 2016
Opening balance
Furniture and fixtures
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
IT equipment
Leasehold improvements

1 476 531
135 459
79 061
822 434
43 126
2 556 611

2017
Accumulated
depreciation
(18 958)
(857 858)
(705 002)
(47 202)
(1 928 378)
(740 271)
(4 297 669)
2017
Accumulated
depreciation
(18 958)
(827 098)
(705 002)
(47 202)
(1 905 863)
(740 271)
(4 244 394)

Carrying value
549 792
1 262 439
309 206
133 315
1 511 886
3 766 638
Carrying value
549 792
1 112 811
309 206
133 315
1 485 277
3 590 401

Additions
568 750
15 452
11 689
365 733
961 624

Additions

Cost
2 506 789
1 014 208
168 827
3 120 932
1 566 425
8 377 181
Cost
2 326 401
1 014 208
168 827
3 071 808
1 566 425
8 147 669

Disposals
(208 364)
(3 545)
(211 909)

Depreciation

466 271
500 090
70 281
1 576 945
65 366
2 678 953

(250 431)
(159 647)
(13 553)
(547 368)
(108 492)
(1 079 491)
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2016
Accumulated
depreciation
(814 418)
(538 306)
(33 038)
(1 268 921)
(1 566 425)
(4 221 108)
2016
Accumulated
depreciation
(801 696)
(538 306)
(33 038)
(1 258 687)
(1 566 425)
(4 198 152)

Depreciation
(18 958)
(237 020)
(166 696)
(14 163)
(702 313)
(1 139 150)

Total
1 692 371
475 902
135 789
1 852 011
4 156 073

Carrying value
1 692 371
475 902
135 789
1 852 011
4 156 073
Carrying value
1 524 705
475 902
135 789
1 813 121
3 949 517

Total
549 792
1 262 439
309 206
133 315
1 511 886
3 766 638
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4.Property, plant and equipment (continued)
Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - Company - 2017
Plant and machinery
Furniture and fixtures
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
IT equipment

Opening balance
1 524 705
475 902
135 789
1 813 121
3 949 517

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - Company - 2016
Opening balance
Furniture and fixtures
1 476 531
Motor vehicles
135 459
Office equipment
79 061
IT equipment
822 434
Leasehold improvements
43 126
2 556 611
5.Intangible assets
Group
Cost
Website development costs

539 139

Company
Cost
Website development costs

539 139

Additions
568 750
15 451
11 690
365 733
961 624

Disposals
(208 364)
(3 545)
(211 909)

Additions
285 883
500 090
70 281
1 527 821
65 366
2 449 441

2017
Accumulated
amortisation
(306 213)

Carrying value

2017
Accumulated
amortisation
(306 213)

Carrying value

232 926

232 926

Depreciation
(18 958)
(218 981)
(166 696)
(14 164)
(690 032)
(1 108 831)

Depreciation
(237 709)
(159 647)
(13 553)
(537 134)
(108 492)
(1 056 535)

Cost
539 139

Cost
539 139

Total
549 792
1 112 811
309 206
133 315
1 485 277
3 590 401

Total
1 524 705
475 902
135 789
1 813 121
3 949 517

2016
Accumulated
amortisation
(191 824)

Carrying value

2016
Accumulated
amortisation
(191 824)

Carrying value

347 315

347 315

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Group - 2017
Website development costs

Opening balance
347 315

Amortisation
114 389

Opening balance

Additions

Total
232 926

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Group - 2016

Website development costs

279 952

78

162 258

Amortisation

Total

(94 895)

347 315
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5.Intangible assets (continued)
Reconciliation of intangible assets - Company - 2017
Opening balance
Website development costs

347 315

Amortisation

Total

(114 389)

232 926

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Company - 2016
Opening balance
279 952

Website development costs

Additions
162 258

Amortisation
(94 895)

Total
347 315

Intangible assets obtained by means of government grant
Intangible assets represents Government granted funds spent in order to setup a portal for Botswana Advance Computer scheme. As permitted by IAS 38 Intangible assets read with SIC
32 web cost incurred in development of website has been recognised as intangible asset. Amount equivalent to amortisation of intangible asset acquired through government grant has
been released to income statement under "amortisation of government grant".
6.Investments in subsidiaries
The following table lists the entities which are controlled by the group, either directly or indirectly through subsidiaries.
Company
Name of company
Held by
% voting
% voting
% holding
% holding
Power
power
2017
2016
2017
2016
Botswana Innovation Hub Property
Botswana
100.00 %
100.00 %
100.00 %
100.00 %
(Proprietary) Limited
Innovation hub

Carrying
amount 2017

Carrying
amount 2016

1 115 351 940

853 716 560

7.Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables
Prepayments
Deposits
Value added tax
Related party receivables
Receivable from sale of investment property
WHT receivable

1 301 812
641 424
415 692
1 827 248
3 146 000
117 348
7 449 524

480 987
467 060
415 692
4 187 448
3 146 000
115 968
8 813 155

Fair value of trade and other receivables
The carrying amounts of trade and other receivables approximates its fair value.
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1 213 602
507 237
974 159
117 348
2 812 346

392 777
319 039
277 293
115 968
1 105 077
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7.Trade and other receivables (continued)
Trade and other receivables past due but not impaired
Trade and other receivables which are less than 3 months past due are not considered to be impaired. At 31 March 2017, P3 146 000 (2016: P 3 146 000) were past due but not
impaired.
The ageing of amounts past due but not impaired is as follows:
Over 3 months past due

3 146 000

3 146 000

3 146 000

3 146 000

2 265

1 277

2 165

1 177

94 836 546

203 476 380

15 596 397

37 419 652

8 266 034

85 050

8 266 034

85 050

103 104 845

203 562 707

23 864 596

37 505 879

Trade and other receivables impaired
There are no trade and other receivables impaired during the year.
8.Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of:
Cash on hand
Bank balances
Short-term deposits

Credit quality of cash at bank and short term deposits, excluding cash on hand
The credit quality of cash at bank and short term deposits, excluding cash on hand that are neither past due nor impaired can be assessed by reference to historical information
about counterparty default rates. At the year end, the amounts are placed with financial institutions of repute and long standing in the country. Banks and financial institutions in
Botswana are not rated.
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9.Deferred income
Reconciliation of deferred income-Group
- 2017

Deferred grant income
Reconciliation of deferred income-Group
- 2016
Deferred grant income
Data Centre Project
Reconciliation of deferred income-Company
- 2017
Deferred grant income
Reconciliation of deferred income-Company
- 2016
Deferred grant income
Data Centre Project

Opening balance

4 295 403

Assets
acquired
through
monetary
grants
961 624

2 835 134
4 000 000
6 835 134

2 611 698
2 611 698

4 295 403

961 624

2 835 134
4 000 000
6 835 134

2 611 698
2 611 698

Release of
NBV of assets
disposed
acquired with
grant income
(211 909)

-

Amortization
of deferred
income depreciation
and impairment
(1 223 220)

Total

3 821 898

(1 151 429)
(4 000 000)
(5 151 429)

4 295 403
4 295 403

(211 909)

(1 223 220)

3 821 898

-

(1 151 429)
(4 000 000)
(5 151 429)

4 295 403
4 295 403

In accordance with IAS 20 Government Grants, an amount equivalent to the depreciation and amortisation charge of P 1 223 220 (2016 : P 1 151 429) on plant
and equipment and intangible assets for the year has been released to income statement and is included under operational grant.
Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
10.Trade and other payables
Trade payables
Retention payable
Government Data Centre - Government
Modernisation Office
Leave pay and other employee costs
Other payables

3 821 898
3 821 898

4 295 403
6 300
4 301 703

3 821 898
3 821 898

4 295 403
6 300
4 301 703

368 095
24 045 623
9 116 511

3 456 908
11 030 585
19 234 384

368 089
9 116 511

1 709 164
19 234 384

1 016 962
288 693
34 835 884

822 899
286 698
34 831 474

1 016 962
84 182
10 585 744

822 899
91 787
21 858 234

Fair value of trade and other payables
The carrying amounts of trade and other payables approximates its fair value.
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11.Unspent Government grant
Opening balance
Grant received from Government during the year
Utilisation of Grant on development of the Science Park

Group - 2017
158 004 772
160 000 000
(261 635 380)
56 369 392

Group - 2016
172 754 031
190 000 000
(204 749 259)
158 004 772

-

-

12.Revenue
Government subvention and other donor grants

35 228 498

39 255 368

35 228 498

39 255 368

3 748 375
163 148
72 419
841 761
1 435 128
6 260 831

2 662 193
101 472
35 377
4 000 000
1 151 429
7 950 471

13.Other operating income
Administration and management fees received
Rental income
Sundry income
Data Centre project income
Amortisation of Government grants

163 148
72 419
841 761
1 435 128
2 512 456

101 472
35 377
4 000 000
1 151 429
5 288 278

14.Operating (deficit)/surplus
Operating (deficit)/surplus for the year is stated after charging (crediting) the following, amongst others:
Auditor's remuneration - external Audit fees
178 024
156 850

108 024

96 450

Expenses by nature
Employee costs
Operating lease charges
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment
Other expenses
15. Finance income
Interest income
Bank
16. Finance costs
Bank

25 071 964
1 562 617
1 253 539
16 376 669
44 264 789

19 968 985
1 082 013
1 174 386
15 725 158
37 950 542

25 071 964
1 562 617
1 223 220
14 148 368
42 006 169

2 675 735

4 437 325

71 056

-

5 936
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-

19 968 985
1 082 013
1 151 430
12 769 339
34 971 767

33 356
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17. Taxation
Major components of the tax expense
Current
Local income tax - current period

595 606

-

-

-

Botswana Innovation Hub is exempt from tax under the Income Tax Act, 2nd schedule whereas Botswana Innovation Hub Property (Proprietary) Limited is a private
company and liable for corporate tax at the rate of 15%.
18.Cash (used in) generated from operations
(Loss) profit before taxation

(11 658 517)

8 427 590

(655 224)

12 227 264

Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation

1 253 539

1 174 386

1 223 220

1 151 430

(Gains) losses on disposals

(364 251)

504 000

205 749

(2 675 735)

(4 437 325)

(71 056)

Finance income
Finance costs

5 936

-

6 040 000

(170 000)

-

Movements in operating lease assets and accruals

-

(29 395)

-

Insurance cost

-

93 924

-

Fair value losses (gains)

Changes in working capital:
Trade and other receivables
Trade and other payables
Deferred income

-

(33 356)
887
(29 395)
-

1 363 631

4 296 601

(1 707 269)

5 786 909

4 410

15 383 887

(11 272 490)

9 784 029

(479 805)

(2 533 431)

(479 805)

(2 533 431)

(6 516 728)

22 716 173

(12 756 875)

26 354 337
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19.Related parties
Relationships
Parent organisation
Subsidiaries
Directors
Members of key management

Related party balances

Government of Botswana represented by Ministry of
Infrastructure, Science and Technology
Botswana Innovation Hub Property (Proprietary) Limited
Refer to page 54
Mr A P Boshwaen
Dr B Tacheba
Mr D Mongudi
Mr T Tsheko
Mr L Ngaka
Mr D Tsheboeng (resigned during the year)
Mr L Molomo (acting)

Amounts included in receivables regarding related parties
Botswana Innovation Hub Property (Proprietary) Limited
Amounts included under unspent government grant
Government of Botswana

-

-

974 159

-

277 293

(56 369 392)

(158 004 772)

-

34 933 116

38 388 302

34 933 116

38 388 302

160 000 000

190 000 000

160 000 000

190 000 000

961 624

2 611 698

961 624

2 611 698

1 348 595

1 309 316

1 348 595

1 309 316

Board and committee sitting allowances

126 814

162 843

126 814

162 843

Grants paid
Botswana Innovation Hub Property (Proprietary) Limited

-

(261 635 379)

(204 749 258)

Management fees received
Botswana Innovation Hub Property (Proprietary) Limited

-

3 748 375

2 662 193

Related party transactions
Operational grant received from related parties
Government of Botswana
Capital grant received from related party
Government of Botswana
Monetary and non monetary grants received towards assets
Government of Botswana - Monetary grant
Directors remuneration paid
AP Boshwaen

-
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20. Capital commitments
Operating leases – as lessee (expense)
Minimum lease payments due
- within one year
- in second to fifth year inclusive

1 442 560
120 960
1 563 520

-

1 442 560
120 960
1 563 520

-

Operating lease payments represent rentals payable by the group for certain of its office properties. Leases are negotiated for an average term of 1 - 2 years. No contingent
rent is payable.
21.Categories of financial instruments
Note
Categories of financial instruments
- Group - 2017
Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investment property
Intangible assets

4
3
5

Loans and
receivables

Financial
liabilities at
amortised cost

Equity and non
financial assets
and liabilities

Total

-

-

3 766 638
1 114 343 734
232 926
1 118 343 298

3 766 638
1 114 343 734
232 926
1 118 343 298

-

2 468 672
243 451
2 712 123
1 121 055 421

7 449 524
243 451
103 104 845
110 797 820
1 229 141 118

1 104 354 015
29 206 675
1 133 560 690
1 133 560 690

1 104 354 015
29 206 675
1 133 560 690
1 133 560 690

Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Current tax receivable
Cash and cash equivalents
Total Assets

7
8

4 980 852
103 104 845
108 085 697
108 085 697

Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Equity Attributable to Equity
Holders of Parent:
Capital grant
Accumulated surplus
Total Equity

-

-
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21.Categories of financial instruments (continued)

Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Deferred income

9

-

10

-

-

3 821 898

3 821 898

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables

Current tax payable
Unspent Government grant

11

34 835 877

-

34 835 877

-

-

553 254

553 254

-

-

56 369 392

56 369 392

-

34 835 877

56 922 646

91 758 523

Total Liabilities

-

34 835 877

60 744 544

95 580 421

Total Equity and Liabilities

-

34 835 877

1 194 305 234

1 229 141 111
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21.Categories of financial instruments (continued)
Categories of financial instruments

Note

Group 2016
Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investment property
Intangible assets
Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Current tax receivable
Cash and cash equivalents

4
3
5

7
8

Total Assets

Loans and

Financial

Equity and non

receivables

liabilities at
amortised cost

financial assets
and liabilities

-

4 156 073
864 348 355
347 315
868 851 743

4 156 073
864 348 355
347 315
868 851 743

4 654 508
89 777
4 744 285
873 596 028

8 813 155
89 777
203 562 707
212 465 639
1 081 317 382

4 158 647
203 562 707
207 721 354
207 721 354

-

Total

Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of Parent:
Capital grant
Accumulated surplus

-

Total Equity
Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Deferred income
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Deferred income
Unspent Government grant
Total Liabilities
Total Equity and Liabilities

-

9

-

10
9
11

-

842 718 635
41 460 798
884 179 433
884 179 433

34 831 473
34 831 473
34 831 473
34 831 473

-
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842 718 635
41 460 798
884 179 433
884 179 433

4 295 403

4 295 403

6 300
158 004 772
158 011 072
162 306 475
1 046 485 908

34 831 473
6 300
158 004 772
192 842 545
197 137 948
1 081 317 381
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21.Categories of financial instruments (continued)
Categories of financial instruments

Note

Loans and
receivables

Company 2017
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Investments in subsidiaries

4
5
6

Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

7
8

Financial
liabilities at
amortised cost

Total

financial assets
and liabilities

-

3 590 401
232 926
1 115 351 940
1 119 175 267

3 590 401
232 926
1 115 351 940
1 119 175 267

-

507 237
507 237
1 119 682 504

2 812 346
23 864 596
26 676 942
1 145 852 209

-

-

1 104 354 015
27 090 552
1 131 444 567
1 131 444 567

1 104 354 015
27 090 552
1 131 444 567
1 131 444 567

9

-

-

10

-

10 585 743

Total Liabilities

-

10 585 743

3 821 898

14 407 641

Total Equity and Liabilities

-

10 585 743

1 135 266 465

1 145 852 208

Total Assets
Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of Parent:
Capital grant
Accumulated surplus
Total Equity

-

Equity and non

2 305 109
23 864 596
26 169 705
26 169 705

Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Deferred income
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
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21.Categories of financial instruments (continued)
Categories of financial instruments

Note

Company 2016

Loans and

Financial

Equity and non

receivables

liabilities at
amortised cost

financial assets
and liabilities

Total

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Investments in subsidiaries

4
5
6

Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

7
8

-

-

3 949 517
347 315
853 716 560
858 013 392

-

319 039
319 039
858 332 431

1 105 077
37 505 879
38 610 956
896 624 348

-

-

842 718 635
27 745 776
870 464 411
870 464 411

842 718 635
27 745 776
870 464 411
870 464 411

9

-

-

4 295 403

4 295 403

10
9

-

21 858 234
21 858 234
21 858 234
21 858 234

6 300
6 300
4 301 703
874 766 114

21 858 234
6 300
21 864 534
26 159 937
896 624 348

Total Assets

786 038
37 505 879
38 291 917
38 291 917

3 949 517
347 315
853 716 560
858 013 392

Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of Parent:
Capital grant
Accumulated surplus
Total Equity
Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Deferred income
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Deferred income
Total Liabilities
Total Equity and Liabilities
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22. Risk management
Capital risk management
The group's objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the group's ability to
continue as a going concern in order to provide returns for shareholder and benefits for
other stakeholders and to maintain an optimal capital structure to reduce the cost of
capital.
There are no externally imposed capital requirements.
There have been no changes to what the entity manages as capital, the strategy for capital
maintenance or externally imposed capital requirements from the previous year.
Financial risk management
The group’s activities expose it to risks associated with creditworthiness and interest rate
fluctuations.
Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that operations cannot be funded and financial commitments cannot be
met timeously and cost effectively. The risk arises from both the difference between the
magnitude of assets and liabilities and the distortion in their maturities. Liquidity risk
management deals with the overall profile of the statement of financial position, the funding
requirements of the Group and cash flows.
The table below analyses the group’s financial liabilities into relevant maturity groupings based
on the remaining period at the statement of financial position to the contractual maturity date.
The amounts disclosed in the table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows. Balances due
within 12 months equal their carrying balances as the impact of discounting is not significant.

Group
At 31 March 2017
Trade and other payables

Less than 1 year
34 835 884

At 31 March 2016
Trade and other payables

Less than 1 year
34 831 474

Company
At 31 March 2017
Trade and other payables

Less than 1 year
10 585 744

At 31 March 2016
Trade and other payables

Less than 1 year
21 858 234

Interest rate risk
The Group’s interest rate risk arises from short-term deposits with banking institutions.
At 31 March 2017, if interest rates on Pula-denominated borrowings had been 10%
higher/lower with all other variables held constant, post-tax profit for the year would
have been P121 624 (2016: P 30 724) for Group and P 3 230 (2016: P Nil) for company
lower/higher mainly as a result of a decrease/increase interest income on short term
deposits.
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22. Risk management (continued)
Credit risk
Credit risk consists mainly of cash deposits, cash equivalents, derivative financial instruments
and trade debtors. The company only deposits cash with major banks with high quality credit
standing and limits exposure to any one counter-party.
Financial assets exposed to credit risk at year end were as follows:
Financial instrument

Group - 2017

Group - 2016

Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

4 565 160
103 102 580

3 742 955
203 561 430

Company -2017
2 305 109
23 862 431
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23. Fair value information
Fair value hierarchy
The table below analyses assets and liabilities carried at fair value. The different levels are defined as follows:
Level 1: Quoted unadjusted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the group can access at measurement date.
Level 2: Inputs other than quoted prices included in level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability either directly or indirectly.
Level 3: Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.
Levels of fair value measurements
Level 3
Recurring fair value measurements
Assets

Note(s)

Investment property
Plot 69184, Block 8 Industrial Area, Gaborone
Plot 70300, Block 8 Industrial Area, Gaborone
Plot 69184, Block 8 Industrial Area, Gaborone
work in progress
Total investment property
Total

3
339 076 076
171 000 000

350 726 076
171 000 000

-

-

604 267 658
1 114 343 734
1 114 343 734

342 622 279
864 348 355
-

-

-

-

Reconciliation of assets and liabilities measured at level 3
Group - 2017

Note

Investment property
Plot 69184, Block 8 Industrial Area, Gaborone
Plot 70300, Block 8 Industrial Area, Gaborone
Plot 69184, Block 8 Industrial Area, Gaborone
work in progress
Total investment property
Investment property
Plot 69184, Block 8 Industrial Area,
Gaborone
Plot 70300, Block 8 Industrial Area,
Gaborone
Plot 69184, Block 8 Industrial Area,
Gaborone - work in progress
Total investment property
Total

Opening balance

350 726 076
171 000 000
342 622 279
864 348 355

Fair value adjustment

Additions

Disposal

Closing balance

(6 040 000)
-

-

(5 600 000)
-

339 086 076
171 000 000

(6 040 000)

261 635 379
261 635 379

(5 600 000)

604 257 658
1 114 343 734

3
356 300 000

170 000

171 000 000

-

137 873 021

-

204 749 258

(5 743 924)

350 726 076

-

171 000 000

-

342 622 279

665 173 021

170 000

204 749 258

(5 743 924)

864 348 355

665 173 021

170 000

204 749 258

(5 743 924)

864 348 355
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Fair value information (continued)
Fair value measurement of non-financial assets.
Information about valuation techniques and inputs used to derive level 3 fair values
Investment property - Plot 69184 Block 8 Industrial Area - working progress
The industrial area Plot measures 73 871 meters square and consists of 41 Lots, Lot number
1/74908 to 1/74949. The plots on this Lot are a mixture of General , Light Industrial, Icon
& Ancillary Buildings and Shared Amenities. There fair values of the property determined
by independent valuers is P 339 180 000 (2016: P 350 820 000). The fair values of these
properties are estimated using the "hope value' basis and the planning use for the mixed
use developments. Hope value takes into account of the uncertain nature or extent of such
prospects, including the time which would elapse before one could expect any relevant
constraints overcome, so as to enable the more valuable use to be implemented.
The Revaluation was done on 31 July 2017 and the inputs used in the valuations for the
year ended 31 March 2017 are detailed under assumptions.
Investment property - Plot 70300 Block 8 Industrial Area, Gaborone
The industrial area Plot measures 35 795 meters square. The Plot is intended to be used as
mixture of General , Light Industrial, Icon & Ancillary Buildings and Shared Amenities.
There fair values of the property determined by independent valuers is P 171 000 000
(2016: P 171 000 000). The fair values of these properties are estimated using the "hope
value' basis and the planning use for the mixed use developments. Hope value takes into
account of the uncertain nature or extent of such prospects, including the time which
would elapse before one could expect any relevant constraints overcome, so as to enable
the more valuable use to be implemented.

Assumptions
• Occupiers will be accredited with Botswana Innovation Hub
• Town and regional planning issues
• Title documents with tenure being either freehold or leasehold with a
mum of 50 year fixed period grant.

....mini-

• The title will have restrictive covenants inter alia; building period, buildings
....design and maximum buildings size
• Sub divisions being zones as shared amenities
• Anchor plots will be sold with shared amenities
• Re-appraisals should be considered
• Comparable price of similar sized plots with amenities
24.Contingencies
During the year, the investment property still under construction, which is measured at cost in line with the
requirements of IAS40, developed certain cracks and structural defects in one portion of the building. The
management has engaged engineering experts to determine the cause and remedy of these defects. As at
the year end, the experts are still engaged in the assessment to determine the cause and the remedial
actions.Based on a preliminary assessment, the additional costs for the remedial actions are estimated to be
approximately P77 million. To augment the resources and capital required to undertake the repairs, the
management has approached the Government of Botswana who have undertaken to fund these expenses
intermittently. The company continues to engage with the legal experts to pursue the reimbursement of
above remedial costs from the service providers who are considered to be potentially at fault for these
cracks and defects. Due to the technical complexities and the administrative impracticalities surrounding
the defects, it is not possible to determine if the additional costs would increase the value of the building
significantly after the remedial measures and its costs.
Until the time the construction of the building is completed, the building will be carried at cost which
includes any expenses necessary to put the building to use for it to become a cash generating unit. Once
the building is completed, which is likely to happen in the next financial year, it is presumed that the fair
value of the investment property can be reliably measured and the company shall effect any changes to the
value including any impairment as is necessary after a valuation exercise is undertaken.

Detailed Income Statement

25. Events after the reporting period
No adjusting or significant non-adjusting events have occurred between the reporting date and the date of authorisation
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